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The Effectiveness of Two Interventions on Reducing Deer
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Karen S. Hockett

(ABSTRACT)

 Seeing wildlife in our Nation’s parks is often a highlight of many visitors’ trips,

but close range human - wildlife interactions can have negative consequences for both

wildlife and people.  The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of two

interventions (fear and moral appeals) designed to reduce the feeding of deer by visitors

in Shenandoah National Park by measuring changes in visitor attitudes and behavior.

The study was conducted from July - September 1999 in a campground and picnic area,

by placing the interventions (a small sign) on all picnic tables.  Visitor attitudes and

beliefs about the different components of the fear and moral appeal interventions were

assessed by conducting surveys of campers under each experimental condition (control,

moral appeal, and fear appeal).  The impact of the interventions on behavior was tested

in the picnic area by observing the responses of visitors to deer that frequently begged

for food.

Under current Park intervention conditions, visitors generally believe that

feeding deer is not healthy for the deer.  They have considerably less knowledge about

potential threats to themselves from feeding deer.  The fear appeal significantly changed

attitudes about the risks to people (ANOVA, p=0.001).  Under control conditions the

majority (63%) of groups picnicking fed deer.  Although the fear appeal produced an

attitude change, it did not reduce feeding behavior by visitors (39% fed) as much as the

moral appeal did (25% fed).  The conflicting results between attitude and behavior

change strongly suggest that researchers need to measure behavior and not just attitudes.
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INTRODUCTION

Problem statement

An important part of many visitors’ experience in natural public land areas is

viewing wildlife.  Although seeing wildlife can be a profoundly positive experience for

the recreationist, some interactions with wildlife, such as trying to feed them, may have

negative consequences for the visitor as well as the animal.  Wildlife feeding is a

difficult and serious issue for agency managers who want their visitors to have positive

and meaningful experiences with nature.  However, they need to balance the potential

benefits to the recreationist of getting close to and feeding wildlife with agency

mandates to protect both wildlife and people from the negative consequences of human-

wildlife interactions.

Despite attempts to educate visitors not to feed wildlife and even using threats of

fines, a considerable problem still exists in many parks with visitors feeding animals

ranging from ducks to bears.  This suggests that current intervention strategies are not

effective in changing the behavior of visitors who feed wildlife.  It is also not known

which of the current interventions is most effective in reducing wildlife feeding.  The

purpose of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of two interventions designed to

reduce the feeding of deer by visitors in Shenandoah National Park (SNP), by measuring

changes in visitor attitudes and behavior.

Hazards of feeding wildlife

Humans can be seriously injured while feeding wildlife.  Although most visitors

recognize that bears, which are large and have sharp teeth and claws, may be hazardous,

it is not widely believed that seemingly peaceful creatures such as deer could be

potentially dangerous to people (Bryan and Jansson 1973).  A startled deer could

severely injure a person who gets too close to it by kicking or goring the person with its

antlers (Pollick 1999).

  Eventually all visitors, even ones who do not seek a close encounter with

wildlife, could be at risk for injury because deer and other wildlife accustomed to
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receiving handouts can become aggressive in their attempts to panhandle for food.  In

the Grand Canyon, mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus) began striking visitors with their

forefeet and butting them with their antlers in attempts to solicit food (Leslie 1995).   In

addition to immediate physical injuries from wildlife, many animals also carry diseases

(e.g., rabies) or disease vectors (e.g., fleas and deer ticks), which may be transmitted to

humans from bites or simply from close physical contact.

Wildlife may also suffer significant negative consequences when they are fed by

visitors. One problem is that most of the food handouts are not suitable for the animals’

digestive systems.   Although deer and ducks may eat the chips, cookies, popcorn, and

bread that visitors feed them, these foods cause digestive tract problems (Pollick 1999).

A further health problem arises when animals actively seeking human food begin to eat

the trash left behind by visitors.  A herd of deer in the Grand Canyon had to be

destroyed when they began starving to death because plastic they ingested (grocery

bags, candy wrappers, ziplock bags, etc.) was blocking the absorption of nutrients

(Leslie 1995).

Aside from the problems associated with eating human food, behavioral changes

caused by wildlife becoming attracted to people can have detrimental consequences to

the animal.  For example, wildlife that loses a natural fear of humans become easy

targets for hunters or poachers.  Wildlife seeking handouts are also more likely to get hit

by cars because they are attracted to roaded areas where people are (Pollick 1999;

Blount 1998).  Unhealthy weight gain caused from eating human food may also cause an

animal to be more susceptible to predation because they become slow and less able to

escape quickly.

In addition to becoming less wary and able to avoid predators, other behavioral

changes of beggar wildlife may have negative consequences for their chances of

reproduction or survival.  For example, a small group of deer typically spent part of the

year at Phantom Ranch in the Grand Canyon.  One year, after receiving and becoming

accustomed to food handouts from visitors, the deer did not migrate out of the area, as
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they normally did.  Because the area did not contain enough natural food to support the

deer year-round, the deer became dependent on human food for their survival (Leslie

1995).   Another negative behavioral change from getting food handouts is that wildlife

may become more tolerant of each other and live in greater densities than would

normally be found.   The higher density of a species increases the risk of a disease

outbreak within the population (Pollick 1999).

Most of the negative impacts to wildlife from feeding discussed above impact

individual animals.  It is largely unknown what effects feeding and other recreationist

caused disturbances has on populations and communities (Knight and Cole 1991).

Clearly trapping and relocating problem animals has an impact on the individual

animals, but the removal of animals could affect both the population from which the

animal is removed and the one to which it is transferred.  This may be especially true for

animals such as bears, which typically occur in relatively low densities and are

territorial.   Even if a fed animal is not physically removed or relocated from an area, its

change in behavior and change in diet may bring about significant changes to the

ecosystem.  Researchers in Rocky Mountain National Park suspect that visitors feeding

Clark’s Nutcrackers at overlooks may decrease forest regeneration and alter tree species

composition.  The birds play a key role in seed dispersal of limber pines, and the

ecologists hypothesized that a decrease in their normal activities of seed storage and

dispersal, due to handouts from visitors, could decrease the number of young limber

pines (Tomback and Taylor 1986, cited in Knight and Temple 1995).

Dealing with problem animals

Once an animal begins to aggressively pursue human food and threatens visitors,

managers must either destroy or relocate the animal because it is difficult to break

wildlife of their begging habits.  In order to prevent wildlife from becoming beggars,

wildlife biologists have attempted various methods of aversive conditioning to drive

animals away from humans and developed areas.  The theory is that providing an

unpleasant consequence in association with humans will teach the animals to avoid

people, instead of having them associate humans with the positive outcome of a food
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handout.  In some National Parks, pepper spray is used to deter bears and ungulates from

human food sources.  The use of rubber bullets has also been tried to break animals of

their association between humans and food (Petterson 1995).  If aversive conditioning

does not deter problem animals from seeking human food, the animal has to be relocated

or destroyed.   While translocation seems like a better solution than destroying an

animal, in reality the outcome is most often similar because of the high mortality rate

experienced by translocated ungulates (Jones et al. 1997).

Although aversive conditioning may keep some animals from getting too close to

visitors and begging for food, these methods are not the best solution for controlling

human-wildlife interactions in a natural setting.  One problem is that personnel applying

these techniques have to be sensitive to how visitors perceive them (Petterson 1995).

Most visitors would be very upset if they saw a ranger pepper spraying or shooting a

deer or bear with rubber bullets.  This limits these techniques’ usefulness in heavily used

areas of parks.  Also, it is the wildlife who are suffering because of improper actions by

visitors.  For the wildlife it is better to prevent positive association between humans and

food than to deal with the problem of beggar animals after it has been created.   In order

to prevent wildlife feeding, managers have tried many different approaches to attempt to

persuade visitors not to feed the animals in their parks.

Persuasion efforts used by agencies to prevent wildlife feeding

Many different techniques have been tried by natural resource managers to

discourage visitors from feeding wildlife.  These efforts can be classified as direct,

heavy-handed or indirect, light-handed approaches (Lucas 1990; McAvoy and Dustin

1983).  Direct management approaches emphasize regulation of behavior and restrict

individual choice.  A common direct management technique used to reduce feeding of

wildlife is the imposition of fines.   Related to this is the presence of law enforcement or

other authority figures who can enforce the rules and fine visitors.

In addition to fining visitors for feeding wildlife, managers have also tried more

indirect persuasion techniques to reduce the incidence of feeding.  Indirect techniques
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try to influence or modify the behavior of visitors, while allowing them to retain their

freedom of choice.  Examples are the use of interpretive signs, brochures, and park

newsletter articles which explain to the visitor the potential negative consequences of

feeding for them and the wildlife.  A particularly aggressive campaign using educational

material was used in Grand Canyon National Park after managers had to destroy the

herd of beggar deer at Phantom Ranch.  The park interpretive staff developed a message

which bluntly educated the visitor about the consequences to the deer of being fed and

the personal safety risks from getting close to wildlife (Chesher 1995).  In an attempt to

reach as many visitors as possible with the anti-feeding message, bookmarks were

distributed to every group entering the park, small signs (table tents) were placed on

every picnic table and in every hotel room, the park newspaper contained a large

advertisement, and posters were displayed in busses, trains, bulletin boards, and other

locations.  The park also designed a special exhibit for the visitor center and the

interpretive staff explained the problem during their programs.

Effectiveness of persuasion techniques

Unfortunately, despite the widespread problem of visitors feeding wildlife, few

empirical studies have been conducted to assess the effectiveness of the various direct

and indirect techniques used to reduce wildlife feeding behavior (McCool and

Braithwaite 1992).  One relevant study conducted in Yosemite National Park assessed

the effectiveness of educational information on food storage in the backcountry to avoid

encounters with bears (Cella and Keay 1979, cited in Braithwaite and McCool 1989).

When surveyed, 95% of the backcountry campers indicated that they had received at

least a brochure on food storage.  Although 92% reported that they were storing their

food properly, only 3% were actually storing their food according to recommended

techniques.  Although proper food storage to avoid attracting wildlife is not exactly the

same issue as intentionally feeding wildlife, these results suggest that visitors do not

behave as if they are concerned enough or educated enough about the negative impacts

associated with wildlife eating human food to alter their behavior.  The study reported

here expected a higher compliance rate because it should be easier (i.e., take less effort)
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for visitors to avoid doing something (i.e., not feeding deer) than it was for visitors in

Yosemite to store food properly.

Results of a study that assessed the effectiveness of a fear appeal versus a moral

appeal in reducing ground squirrel feeding in Crater Lake National Park suggest that

wildlife feeding can be reduced significantly by informing visitors of the negative

consequences of feeding (Schwarzkopf 1984, cited in Gramann and Vander Stoep

1987).   Compared with the control condition, the fear appeal reduced squirrel feeding

by 72%.  The moral appeal was less effective, but still reduced feeding by 50% over the

control.  This study illustrates why is important to understand what message approach

(e.g., fear vs. moral appeal) as well as intervention type (e.g., sign, brochure, fine) is

most effective in eliminating feeding behavior.

The type of message approach that is most effective to gain compliance may also

differ with the specific situation.  While the fear appeal was the most effective in

reducing squirrel feeding behavior in the example above, McCool and Braithwaite

(1989) suggested that promoting moralistic, ecologistic and naturalistic attitudes would

increase appropriate behaviors to avoid grizzly bear contacts in the backcountry more

than fear appeals.

The type of message that is most effective in gaining compliance is influenced

by the motivations behind depreciative behaviors and the knowledge level of visitors.

Gramann and Vander Stoep (1987) have described six types of damaging activities in

natural resource settings and suggested that different persuasion techniques are needed

to combat them.   The reasons for participating in damaging activities range from

unintentional to willful actions.  Indirect, educational techniques can be effective in

reducing some types of damaging activities, while direct, heavy-handed approaches are

necessary to control others.

If wildlife feeding is due to uninformed violations, as some have suggested

(Chesher 1995; Gramann and Vander Stoep 1987), informing visitors of the negative
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consequences of that behavior should have a very high degree of effectiveness.  These

negative consequences can be presented as a “fear appeal,” which describes the potential

harm to the person engaging in the risky behavior, or as a “moral appeal,” which focuses

on the harm to the animal or resource (Gramann and Vander Stoep 1987).   If the moral

and fear appeals are presented in a way that emphasizes personal responsibility for

behavior, the message may be effective in targeting individuals who are feeding because

of the responsibility-denial type of violation.   These appeals should also be effective in

reducing wildlife feeding if people are doing it simply because they do not know that

there are regulations against it (i.e., unintentional actions).

Some people may be induced into feeding wildlife because they see others doing

it.  This would be classified as a releasor-cue behavior.  For example, people tend to

litter more in already littered environments (Cialdini et al. 1990; Reiter and Samuel

1980; Krauss et al. 1978).  It has also been observed that visitors to recreation areas tend

to carve on picnic tables more if there is already carving present (Samdahl and

Christensen 1985).  Although the presence of authority has been shown to reduce

releasor-cue violations, it is not practical to have law enforcement present in a given area

all of the time.  Perhaps the best way to combat this type of violation is to reduce the

behavior by other visitors, thereby reducing the releasor-cue frequency of occurrence.

Related to this releasor-cue type violation is the behavior of the deer or other

wildlife.  The physical presence of a deer or squirrel in a picnic area and their begging

behavior may signal the visitor that it is acceptable to feed wildlife.  Clearly, persuading

visitors not to feed wildlife will reduce not only the visual cue of seeing someone else

feed wildlife, but will also reduce begging behavior of the animal because they will not

continue to beg if they do not receive handouts frequently.

Other reasons for feeding wildlife, such as a status-conforming or willful actions,

are not as easily combated with indirect persuasion techniques.  Individuals committing

status-confirming violations are motivated by a desire to impress a socially important

referent group.  Interventions to reduce this type of behavior must try to form a
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relationship between the violator and the area or resource, which will counteract the

negative peer influence (Gramann and Vander Stoep 1987).  Willful actions are done

even though the violator knows that the actions are wrong.  These types of actions would

require a more heavy-handed approach, such as an increased presence of authority,

which as has been discussed is not preferred by managers because it is impractical and

would be unpopular to have law enforcement stationed everywhere in an area.

The research presented here assumes that wildlife feeding is more of an

uninformed or unintentional type of violation, and not a willful action intended to cause

harm.  Therefore, this study focuses on indirect, educational interventions that will

inform visitors about the negative consequences of feeding wildlife (both to themselves

and to the deer).  Because visitors feel positively toward wildlife, it is reasonable to

assume that they would not feed wildlife if they were better informed about why they

should not feed them.   Visitors should also want to protect themselves and their families

from dangers associated with wildlife feeding if they know about them.  The purpose of

the interventions will be to change attitudes about wildlife feeding through persuasive

messages, which will hopefully in turn influence behavior to decrease the occurrence of

wildlife feeding.  Ajzen’s (1985, 1987) Theory of Planned Behavior describes the

relationship between attitudes and behavior and Petty and Cacioppo’s (1986)

Elaboration Likelihood Model describes how persuasive messages influence attitudes.

Attitudes and behavior

Ajzen’s (1985, 1987) Theory of Planned Behavior has been used to predict

behavior in leisure settings (Ajzen and Driver 1992).  The theory proposes that attitudes

toward the behavior, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control interact to form

a person’s behavioral intentions, which lead to the performance of a certain behavior

(Figure 1).  Subjective norms are perceptions of the expectations of important others.  In

the case of feeding wildlife, the visitor may consider the reactions of other group

members when he or she decides whether or not to feed.  The group one is with could

make a significant difference.  For example, a peer referent group may approve of and

even encourage feeding deer, while parents would disapprove.  Perceived behavioral
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control relates to the perceptions one has about his or her ability to perform the behavior.

This is often related to the relative ease of performing the behavior.  For example, one

may believe that recycling is good and have positive attitudes about it, and believe that

significant others think that it is a good thing to do, but the recycling bin is 100 yards

farther down the sidewalk from the trash can so the effort of performing the behavior

hinders the person from recycling.

Attitude
toward the
behavior

Subjective      Intention       Behavior
norm

Perceived
behavioral
control

Figure 1.  Theory of Planned Behavior (Ajzen 1987).

Attitudes, therefore, are not the only motivational force behind behaviors.  The

perceived social pressure to engage in a behavior as well as the perceived ease of
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performing the behavior are also antecedents to behavioral intention.  Even if a person

intends to perform or not to perform a certain behavior, other variables may interfere,

thereby weakening the behavioral intention-behavior correlation.

Although perceived normative influence and behavioral control influence

behavior, attitudes have been shown to be relatively good predictors of behavior (Kraus

1995).  There is a stronger correlation between attitudes and behavior when both are

measured at the same level of specificity (Petty 1995).  The level of specificity in the

attitude and behavioral measures should be the same for both the target object and the

action (Kraus 1995).  For example, a general positive attitude toward the environment

might not be a very good predictor of a person’s recycling behavior in a specific

situation.  Therefore, asking people if they care about or enjoy watching wildlife would

not necessarily be a very good predictor of deer feeding behavior.  This study will ask

specific attitude questions in an attempt to understand the persuasive abilities of

different intervention messages on changing deer feeding attitudes and behavior.

An additional consideration is the strength of the attitude or attitude certainty

(Kraus 1995).  Stronger attitudes predict behavior better than weaker ones.  This has

implications for persuasion because attitudes formed from the central route (see below)

should be stronger than those formed from the peripheral route (Petty 1995).   Therefore,

all of the variables which influence the route of persuasion (accessibility, direct

experience, etc.) affect attitude strength and the attitude behavior relationship (Kraus

1995; Petty 1995).

Although not always very predictive of behavior, attitudes have been shown to

influence behavior and are the target of persuasive messages.  In summary, attitudes

most influence and predict behavior when they are accessible, strong, not in conflict

with subjective norms and when constraints to follow through with the behavior are

minimal.
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Attitudes and attitude change

In order to persuade a visitor not to feed deer by using a message, one must first

understand the attitudes people have about deer and feeding deer.  An attitude can be

thought of as an evaluation a person holds about an object or issue.  Attitudes can be

based on affect (emotion), cognition (belief), behavior, or some combination of the three

(Petty 1995).   Persuasion involves changing the attitudes that people hold about an

object or issue, and it is hypothesized that there is more than one way possible to change

an attitude.

The primary model used today is the Elaboration Likelihood Model of

persuasion, which was developed by Petty and Cacioppo (1986).  This model describes

two principal routes of attitude change (Figure 2).  In the peripheral route, attitude

change involves relatively non-effortful thinking.  In contrast, the central route involves

careful and effortful thinking to evaluate the information or arguments presented.  The

central route is equivalent to Chaiken’s (1980) systematic information processing.  The

central route of persuasion has been shown to produce an attitude which is more

resistant to change, enduring, and more predictive of behavior than the peripheral route

because of the effortful thinking and elaboration involved (Petty and Cacioppo 1986).
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Persuasive Communication

Peripheral Attitude
Shift

Motivated to Process?                       
No     Yes

      Yes Peripheral Cue
      Present?

Ability to Process?             No
                                                                                                               No

     Yes    Retain Initial
    Attitude

Nature of Cognitive Processing:
          Favorable   Unfavorable  Neither, 

                      Thoughts      Thoughts     or Neutral

No
Cognitive Structure Change

      Yes

Central Attitude Change

Figure 2.  The Elaboration Likelihood Model of persuasion (Petty and Cacioppo 1986).

The route used by an individual in a given situation is determined by his or her

motivation and ability to process the information.  People are constantly bombarded by

information every day.  It would be impossible and maladaptive for people to spend a lot

of time thinking about every piece of information they see, especially if that information

is not deemed personally relevant or important (Petty 1995).  According to the model, if
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people are not motivated or able to process the message content, they may react to the

presence of a simple cue to guide them.

One simple cue is the credibility of the source.  Visitors might simply decide not

to feed deer because they view the National Park Service as a credible source for

information on wildlife and how to behave in the National Parks.  Rather than evaluating

whether the advice or rule is logical, they simply do what Uncle Sam says.  There is

some experimental evidence that park visitors view rangers and the NPS as reliable

sources of information.  Braithwaite and McCool (1989) found that backcountry visitors

considered park and wilderness rangers as well as park signs and brochures to be the

most important and reliable referent sources for providing information on how to behave

in grizzly bear habitat.

Another peripheral cue, which is relevant for video and personal contact, is the

attractiveness or familiarity of the source.  When not motivated to process information

carefully, visitors may simply comply with suggestions if an attractive or famous person

delivers the message.  The number of message arguments may also serve as a simple cue

if the person is not motivated to process the information (Petty and Cacioppo 1984).  For

example, a person unmotivated to process is more likely to comply with a  message with

ten arguments listed to support the claim than if only two or three arguments are given,

regardless if they actually read the arguments or not.

Individual and situational factors may also affect the motivation or ability to

process a message (Petty and Cacioppo 1986).  One individual factor is a person’s need

for cognition.  Some people simply like to think more than others, which motivates them

to process information through the central route (Cacioppo et al. 1986).  Other

individual characteristics such as general intelligence and tendency toward being open

or closed-minded also influence the amount of thinking about an issue (Petty 1995).

Because all visitors do not have the same cognitive abilities, it is important to avoid long

and complex messages in order to increase the likelihood that the majority of visitors are

able to process messages (Petty et al. 1992).
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Personal relevance or involvement also influences a person’s motivation to

process a persuasive message by the central route (Petty and Cacioppo 1986; Chaiken

1980).  Increased personal relevance motivates a person to process message arguments

more thoughtfully.   As relevance increases, subjects discriminate more between strong

and weak arguments (Petty and Cacioppo 1986; Leippe and Elkin 1987; Petty and

Cacioppo 1984).  In addition to discounting weak arguments, a highly relevant issue also

causes people to be less affected by simple cues, such as number of arguments (Petty

and Cacioppo 1984).  Although high personal relevance has been shown to increase

thinking, a high personal relevance may also mean that the person has already done

considerable issue-relevant thinking, which makes the attitude more stable and resistant

to change (Petty and Cacioppo 1986).

Prior knowledge or experience with the specific attitude object or issue has been

shown to have a direct effect on the persuasion process (Manfredo and Bright 1991).

Increasing levels of prior knowledge tends to decrease the amount of elaboration of a

message and makes it more difficult to change the attitude because the attitude is more

stable.  In support of these findings, research in recreational settings has shown that

inexperienced users are influenced more by a persuasive message than experienced users

(Roggenbuck and Berrier 1982; Krumpe and Brown 1982).

Attitudes derived from direct prior experience have been shown to be more

resistant to counter-attitudinal appeals than those obtained indirectly (Wu and Shaffer

1987).  Wu and Shaffer (1987) also found that direct experience attitudes were more

accessible than indirect experience attitudes.   Attitude accessibility is another variable

which impacts the thought process.  Subjects with less access to beliefs and prior

experiences change their opinions to be consistent with a persuasive message more than

those with greater access (Wood 1982).   High accessibility to attitude-relevant

information also encourages more discriminatory thinking, which makes the quality of

the argument important (Wood et al. 1985).
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Another key variable affecting motivation to process is the level of personal

responsibility attributed to the situation (Petty and Cacioppo 1986).  The higher the level

of personal responsibility attributed to the situation, the greater the chance a person will

process through the central route.   Therefore, persuasive messages that tell the receivers

that they are personally responsible for their actions and the resulting outcomes should

be more effective in influencing behavior than ones in which no sense of personal

responsibility is communicated.

While individual factors are interesting and influential, except for keeping the

message easy to understand and attempting to encourage a sense of personal

responsibility, they cannot be manipulated by a resource manager attempting to increase

the persuasiveness of his or her message.  For example, a manager has no control over

visitor intelligence, need for cognition, or past experience.  Situational factors, however,

can be more easily manipulated to convince a person to think about the messages more

seriously.

One situational factor, which Park interpretive staff might consider, is the

amount of external distraction around the location or point in time when their message is

communicated to the visitor (Petty and Cacioppo 1986).  An exhibit containing a

persuasive message should not be placed where it has to compete with other things (e.g.,

scenery, heavy traffic areas) for the visitor’s attention.

Repetition is another situational variable that is under the control of the

interpretive staff (Petty and Cacioppo 1986).   However, the effect of repeated exposure

to a message is complex.  Although repeated message exposure increases the amount of

time a person can attend to the message, which should increase persuasion, too much

exposure could cause the person to react negatively to the message (Cacioppo and Petty

1979).  On the other hand, repeated message exposure might be important for peripheral

processing, where it is necessary to keep reminding a person because of short-term

attitude change.  Multiple messages in a park also increase the likelihood of at least one

of the signs catching a person’s attention.
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Although natural resource managers should provide peripheral cues for visitors

because some will respond to simple cues, it is important for them to understand how to

motivate people to carefully process their messages so that more stable attitude change

occurs.  While there has been considerable research about persuasion in the social

psychological literature and there is some understanding of how different variables

influence persuasion, more research is needed in outdoor recreation contexts to better

understand both the motivations behind inappropriate behaviors and the persuasive

techniques that are most effective in gaining compliance with regulations and

management goals.

Because of the sometimes weak relationship between attitudes and behavior, it is

important that research focuses on actual behavior as well as measuring attitudes, when

evaluating the effectiveness of a persuasive technique or message.  Unfortunately,

behavioral intentions and self-reports of behavior, are the most commonly used

assessment measures (Roggenbuck 1992).   These methods are inferior to actually

measuring behavior because behavioral intentions do not always predict behavior and

social biases encourage respondents to report behavior that is perceived to be favorable

to the interviewer or survey administrator.

Although attitudes do not always predict behavior, attitude measurements have

suggested the positive influence of persuasion in outdoor recreation settings.  For

example, Olson et al. (1984) found an increase in knowledge and support for nature

preserve management following exposure to educational brochures and interpretive

programs.

Although not common, there have been a few studies that have compared the

effectiveness of different persuasive techniques on changing behavior in outdoor

recreation settings.  For example, Johnson and Swearingen (1992) evaluated the

effectiveness of different messages in reducing off-trail hiking in a meadow.  They

found that trailside signs were able to reduce off-trail hiking over the no sign control,

however different messages gained a greater amount of compliance than others.  The
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sanction message was most effective, followed by a moral appeal, a humorous sign, and

a no hiking symbol.

Other research has investigated how multiple techniques influence compliance

with recommended management policies and regulations.  Vander Stoep and Gramann

(1987) studied the influence of different persuasion techniques on reducing

inappropriate activities, such as youth climbing on monuments, in a military park.   All

three persuasion techniques (awareness of consequence message, message + resource

protector program, and message + protector + incentive) were effective in reducing the

amount of depreciative behavior at the site.  Surprisingly, there were no significant

differences between the different techniques.

In another study, Roggenbuck and Berrier (1982) looked at the effectiveness of

different communication strategies (brochure and a brochure + personal communication)

in encouraging the dispersal of backcountry campers from a heavily used area.  They

found that the brochure alone was effective in dispersing campers and that the brochure

plus personal contact was most effective in dispersing campers if the group size was

small, if the group was inexperienced, and if contact was made more than 3 hours before

dark.

In a recent study, Hendricks et al. (1999) evaluated both type of message appeal

(moral vs. fear) as well as message source (biker volunteer, hiker volunteer, uniformed

volunteer) in promoting proper trail etiquette by cyclists on a multi-use trail.   They

found that speed of bikers was influenced by the messages and that the moral appeal was

most effective in reducing speed, especially when it was presented by another biker.

One limitation of the studies above is that they only measured behavior and not

attitudes.  Therefore, it is difficult to know what route (central or peripheral) was used in

message processing.  For example, it is impossible to know from the results whether

simple peripheral cues (e.g., message source) were used to influence behaviors or

whether the messages were processed carefully and a stable attitude change occurred.
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One study conducted in Petrified Forest National Park measured both attitudes

and behaviors of Park visitors under different interventions (uniformed volunteer,

interpretive sign, and a pledge) designed to reduce petrified wood theft (Roggenbuck et

al. 1997).  All three interventions reduced theft by approximately one-third.  Because the

researchers also conducted an attitudinal survey, they could further describe the beliefs

and characteristics of thieves and non-thieves.  This research follows the above example

by measuring behavioral changes as well as changes in knowledge and attitudes with

two different messages.

Interventions

The interventions tested in this study were designed to promote central route

processing by giving clearly stated reasons for not feeding deer.   The messages were

framed in terms of a moral appeal and a fear appeal.  Both of these strategies (fear and

moral appeals) are currently being used in Shenandoah and other National Parks to try to

persuade visitors not to feed deer.

It seemed probable based on other research (e.g., Cole 1998) that it would be

challenging to get visitors to attend to the messages.  Therefore, one message used a

novel, somewhat humorous approach to get the attention of park visitors and motivate

them to read and think about the message.  It was intended to tap into positive feelings

toward deer and imply a personal moral responsibility not to feed the deer because it

could harm the deer.  The second message was a fear appeal that motivated visitors to

think about the message because of the risk of potential harm to themselves while

feeding the deer.  Although the message tone was not novel as with the moral appeal, the

message itself presented novel information because pre-testing suggested that visitors

lacked knowledge about the personal risks associated with getting close to deer.  

Novel or unpredictable patterns in message design have been shown to attract

attention in advertising (Solomon 1992).  Lynch and Srull (1982) also found that

information that is novel or unexpected effectively captures attention, is processed more

extensively and is more likely to be recalled.  The moral appeal message was addressed
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to the deer instead of the visitor to make it a novel message approach and stand out from

typical “Do not feed wildlife” Park Service signs.  This hopefully lighter and more

humorous approach to conveying information should encourage the visitor to read the

entire message.  In fact, humor has been shown to increase attention to magazine

advertisements (Madden and Weinberger 1982).  However, Dwyer et al. (1989) did not

find an increase in compliance with campground regulations with a humorous brochure.

Fear appeals

Fear appeals are used to convey potential hazards in the environment and the risk

associated with those hazards.  They are designed to scare people into doing what the

message recommends.  While assessing potential threats, people consider the perceived

severity of the threat as well as their perceived susceptibility of experiencing the threat

(Witte 1992).  The level of severity and susceptibility has been shown to predict

compliance with immunization of children (Smith 1997).  In addition to describing a

threat, fear appeals also suggest a recommended course of action to avoid the threat

(Witte 1993).  Perceived response efficacy (belief that a given response prevents the

threat) and perceived self-efficacy (beliefs about one’s own ability to perform the

recommended action to avoid the threat) also influence attitudes and responses to a fear

appeal (Witte 1992).   Self-efficacy is analogous to the “perceived behavioral control”

element in the Theory of Planned Behavior.

Fear appeal style also impacts the persuasive ability of the message.  Witte

(1993) states that a message with high fear appeal should contain personalized, intense,

and emotional language.  In other words, the message should clearly and graphically

describe the threat and risk to a visitor.  In order for the threat to be taken seriously, it

also must be believable.  This clearly is the most challenging aspect of designing a fear

appeal about the threat and risk of feeding deer, because people generally do not believe

that deer are dangerous.

In order to promote central route processing, a fear appeal should gain a visitor’s

attention with a word that signals personal relevance.  The specific word signals the
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severity of the threat or hazard, because people discriminate between words such as

DEADLY, DANGER, and CAUTION (Drake et al. 1998).  The signal word should be

followed by a description of the hazard and consequences.  The message should also

provide instructions for avoiding the hazard, such as not getting too close to wildlife.

Another important component of a fear appeal, which is frequently omitted in

Park information on wildlife hazards, is the potential risk or probability that a person

will experience the hazard if he or she does not take action to avoid it.  The level of

susceptibility to a hazard has been shown to influence the willingness to read warnings

(Wogalter et al. 1991) and to predict compliance (Smith 1997).

The level of risk involved with non-compliance is a critical piece of information

for the Park –at least if risks are high– to provide because people are prone to thinking

optimistically about their own personal risks (Weinstein 1984).   Even with the threat of

serious injury, people often react to warnings about wildlife with an “it won’t happen to

me” attitude (Jope and Shelby 1984).   Social psychologists have suggested that the

underestimation of personal risk is due to biases associated with cognitive processes,

such as protecting self-esteem (Weinstein 1984), and errors in the assessment and

processing of information available while making the personal risk prediction (Tversky

and Kahneman 1974).

Level of risk is a difficult piece of information for the Park Service to provide

because the relevant statistics are not always available.  Even if they were, the

occurrence of injury from wildlife is most likely so low that the probability of negative

consequences from non-compliance would not encourage proper behavior during

interactions with wildlife.  In other words, in these cases, people’s subjective

assessments of low vulnerability may be accurate.  For this reason, the level of risk was

omitted from the fear appeal in this study.

Fear appeals are commonly used in recreational settings to gain compliance with

rules and regulations.  The most common type of fear appeal used is the sanction
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message (e.g., “Unlawful to feed wildlife - $25 fine”).  Such messages have frequently

been found to be the most effective way to deter depreciative behavior (e.g., Gramann et

al. 1995; Johnson and Swearingen 1992; Martin 1992), although the threat of fines for

feeding wildlife does not reduce this inappropriate behavior to an acceptable level.

Other fear appeals in outdoor recreation settings warn visitors of the dangers from

getting too close to cliff edges, swift running water, and wildlife.

Moral appeals

Unlike the fear appeal message, which encouraged visitors to not feed wildlife in

order to prevent harm to themselves, a moral appeal encourages people to behave in a

manner that will help others or the environment.  Kohlberg et al. (1983) suggest that

there are six stages of moral development.  The first two stages are described as

preconventional morality, where the person acts simply to avoid punishment or to avoid

or minimize pain.  Fear appeal messages operate at this level.  People at these stages of

moral development would avoid feeding wildlife to avoid a fine or to avoid getting

injured.   At more advanced, or conventional, stages of moral development people

become concerned about others and they believe that they should respect laws and

sanctions.  Altruism becomes important, and people are willing to sacrifice for the good

of others.  The moral appeal used in this study was designed to educate visitors about the

negative effects feeding has on wildlife in order to gain their sympathy and encourage

altruistic behaviors (i.e., not feeding the deer for the benefit of the deer).

Two key components to increase the effectiveness of a moral appeal are

awareness of consequences (AC) and ascription of responsibility (AR).  These concepts

were borrowed from Schwartz’s (1970) Norm Activation Model, which was originally

developed to explain altruism and helping behavior.  The model predicts that in order for

a person to perform an altruistic act he or she must be aware of the consequences of his

or her action (or inaction) and feel a personal responsibility to act.  Therefore, the

message about feeding deer should provide information about the negative consequences

for the deer as well as promote a sense of personal responsibility for acting in a way that

will help the deer and not injure it.
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The limited research in outdoor settings using evaluating the effectiveness of

including AC and AR in messages has shown mixed results.  Van Liere and Dunlap

(1978) found that AR had a strong correlation with yard burning behavior, with AC only

showing a weak correlation.  In a study evaluating behavioral intentions to obey

regulations in an outdoor setting, Gramann et al. (1995) found that the relative effects of

AR, AC, and sanctions differed with the specific context of the situation posed to

subjects.

Research Objectives

The primary purpose of this research was to evaluate the effectiveness of two

different intervention messages (moral and fear appeal) in promoting anti-feeding

attitudes and reducing deer feeding behavior by visitors to Shenandoah National Park

over control conditions.  The specific objectives were as follows:

1. Describe the knowledge, beliefs, and attitudes of Shenandoah National Park Visitors
toward deer and deer feeding in the Park.

2. Evaluate the impacts of a moral appeal and a fear appeal message on knowledge,
beliefs, and attitudes of visitors about feeding deer in Shenandoah National Park.

3. Evaluate the effectiveness of the moral and fear appeals in reducing deer feeding
behavior by Shenandoah National Park visitors.

The first two objectives were accomplished by using both qualitative (interviews

with visitors) and quantitative (survey of park visitors) methods.  The second objective

was addressed by directly observing visitors involved in close interactions with deer in

Shenandoah National Park.
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METHODS

Interventions

The structure and language of both the moral and fear appeals were designed by

consulting the literature on these types of appeals and by considering comments from

visitors made during pre-test interviews (n=13) conducted in October 1998.  The pre-test

interviews were conducted in Big Meadows and Elk Wallow Picnic Areas and Big

Meadows Campground.  The interviews asked individuals and groups, who were

observed interacting with deer at a close distance (within 20 yards), about their opinions

about deer and feeding deer in Shenandoah National Park (Appendix A).  Both feeders

(n=6) and non-feeders (n=7) were interviewed.  These interviews suggested that feeders

and non-feeders had very little knowledge about the dangers to themselves from feeding

deer.  On the other hand, even feeders seemed to have considerable knowledge about the

negative consequences that feeding has on deer and other wildlife.

The messages were designed to be persuasive and promote central route

processing by making the messages personally relevant (increasing motivation to

process carefully).   The fear appeal motivated the visitors by using personal language

encouraging them to protect themselves and their families from a potential danger.  The

moral appeal tried to instill a sense of personal responsibility by saying that even one

apple could seriously injure a deer.  This was meant to combat feelings that just one

person feeding deer would not matter.

The sign was also structured and presented in a manner in which the majority of

visitors should have been able to process the message.  The language in both messages

was colorful, but kept relatively simple (i.e., it did not contain technical scientific terms)

so that most visitors could comprehend the message.  Sign placement was also meant to

enhance the ability to process.  The messages were posted on picnic tables in the picnic

areas and campsites, which was hopefully in a semi-private area where the message

could be attended to without major distractions.  It was also hoped that placing the

messages on picnic tables would enhance the chance that visitors would read the

messages a short time before they were tempted with the opportunity to feed deer.
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In addition to motivating the visitor to process the message and providing a

message and situation conducive to processing, both messages were also designed to

provide little in the way of obvious peripheral cues.  The National Park Service name or

logo was not present on the messages (although message source was probably inferred)

to reduce the impacts of a source cue.  The messages were also kept uniformly simple by

not displaying flashy graphics.

There was a considerable attempt made to keep the messages as similar as

possible on variables that might influence message processing, other than the primary

variable of a moral versus a fear appeal.  For example, sign layout was the same, the

warning word was the same, the number of arguments presented was the same, and the

length of the message was similar.  The only difference, other than the type of message,

was the message tone.  The fear appeal was presented as a typical Park Service sign

instructing visitors not to do something.  Because pre-testing suggested that visitors

were already fairly knowledgeable about the moral appeal message, a novel message

tone (addressing the message to the deer) was taken to increase the chances of catching

the attention of Park visitors.

The fear appeal (Figure 3) was designed to inform visitors about the risks of

feeding wildlife to their personal safety.  The message included the key factors of a fear

appeal: a signal word (Danger), description of the danger (four bulleted points), and

instructions on how to avoid the danger (do not feed or approach deer).  The moral

appeal (Figure 4) instructed the visitors about how feeding hurts the deer (awareness of

consequences) and encouraged the visitor to feel personally responsible for keeping deer

healthy by not feeding them (ascription of responsibility).
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Although deer may appear tame and gentle, they are wild.  Deer are
unpredictable creatures and could seriously injure you.

If you feed a deer, it…
• may suddenly bite you.
• may kick you with its powerful legs and sharp hooves.
• may gore you with its hard, pointed antlers.

          • may expose you to diseases that could make you very sick.

Protect yourself and your family.  Never try to feed or approach deer or
other wildlife in the park.

Figure 3.  Fear appeal.

Attention All Campers - Danger!

Never feed deer.
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Although visitors mean well by offering you food, accepting even one apple
could seriously hurt you.

Human food may taste good, but it…
• may make you sick.
• may make you fat and slow – an easy target for predators and cars.
• may make you trust all humans – making you easy prey for hunters.
• may make you dependent on humans and unable to find natural
 food.

Protect your health.  Resist the temptation and never accept food from
humans.

Figure 4.  Moral appeal.

Experimental design

The attitudes and behaviors of visitors in the two treatments (fear and moral

appeals) were compared with visitors under control conditions to evaluate any changes

after message exposure.  The control condition was simply the messages about deer,

bears, and other wildlife that were present in Shenandoah National Park prior to the

study.  The most visible messages for all visitors were the signs stating “Unlawful to

Feed Wildlife  - $25 fine,” which were located in many locations along Skyline Drive

(the only road through the park).   There were also messages informing visitors entering

the Big Meadows area that it was “Bear Country” and that they were required to store

their food properly.  Campers were also exposed to messages about proper food storage

Attention All Deer - Danger!

Never accept food from humans.
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and not feeding wildlife in the campground regulations and signs located around the

campground (e.g., registration booth and bathrooms).  An educational sign about

Shenandoah deer was located in the picnic area that told how to help the deer by driving

slowly and not trying to feed or approach them.  Unfortunately, this sign was located in

a corner of the picnic area, and I did not notice a single picnicker reading the sign during

the study period.

Campground methodology

The fear and moral appeal signs were taped onto picnic tables at each unoccupied

campsite on Thursdays and Fridays of treatment weekends (9 July to 15 August 1999).

Most campsites were vacant during this time, therefore 75-85% of the campsites

received the treatments.  The locations of campsites that did not receive a message were

recorded so that those individuals were not observed or asked to fill out a survey.  Only

one message (moral or fear) was administered in the campground on a given weekend.

After check-out time on Sundays the signs were removed.  The weekend treatment

condition (control, moral appeal, or fear appeal) was randomly assigned within a three-

week time block.  The sampling was blocked in order to minimize any influences that

seasonal changes in vegetation may have on the movements of deer in the campground.

Each experimental condition (control, moral appeal, and fear appeal) was assigned to

two weekends, therefore the sampling lasted a total of six weeks.

Big Meadows Campground (179 campsites) was divided into two observation

zones in order to increase the number of contacts with visitors.   Because there was only

a brief window of time in the morning to survey visitors and the campground was so

large, it was determined that more surveys could be collected if sampling was

concentrated in one area at a time.  Sampling the entire campground, instead of in zones,

would also have limited the sampling to one morning on the weekends instead of two

because visitors sampled on Saturday mornings could have talked with their neighbors

about the study, which would have contaminated the results.  The sampling zones were

separated by roads. Therefore, it is unlikely that visitors spoke with people in the other

zone about the survey or study.
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The researcher began sampling for the observational component of the study on

Friday evening (between 5 and 6 p.m.) by walking around the campground and looking

for deer.  The location of the first deer seen determined the zone to be sampled for that

evening.  The researcher then followed the deer or deer herd and recorded deer and

camper behavior when deer were located within an occupied campsite.  The observer

attempted to monitor visitor behavior without being noticed by staying as far away from

the interaction as was possible.  At times the interaction lasted for several minutes so the

observer pretended to be identifying plants and trees to avoid suspicion.    An interaction

was considered to occur only if a deer was located within a person’s campsite.  When

deer left the campground, lay down to rest, or entered the other observation zone, the

observer searched for another deer or herd to observe and follow.

During interactions, deer behavior was classified as ignoring people,

approaching people, moving away slowly from people, spooking (i.e., a startle response

followed by rapid movement away from people), and grazing.  Visitor behavior was

classified as ignoring, watching, approaching, photographing, following, and feeding (or

attempting to feed) deer.  Often, more than one type of behavior was recorded for both

the people and the deer during the observed interaction.  For example, someone may

have begun by watching a grazing deer and then he or she may have proceeded to

approach the deer until it spooked.  The presence of other people was recorded (other

visitors were distinguished from park staff) as well as the presence of any obvious food

sources.  The closest distance between the deer and the camper that occurred during the

interaction was also estimated and recorded.  Each adult present in the campsite was

coded separately and personal characteristics were noted (e.g., gender, age, hair style) so

that the individual observed could be given a survey the next morning.

Campers in the zone in which observations were made Friday night were

contacted to fill out a short (two-page) survey Saturday mornings (8:30 - 11:00 a.m.).

Respondents were guaranteed anonymity.  An attempt was made to first survey all

individuals who had been observed the previous night.   After those individuals had been

contacted, all other adult campers present at their campsites within the sampling zone
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were approached to fill out a survey.   The zone that had not been sampled Friday night

was monitored for deer-visitor interactions on Saturday evening and was surveyed

Sunday morning.

Picnic area methodology

Methods in the picnic area changed over the course of the study.  Initially,

observations of behavior and interviews with feeders and non-feeders were conducted,

to illuminate findings from campground studies.  Thus, no treatments were used for this

phase (9 July to 15 August).  However, campground results led to a decision to include

treatments in the picnic area, as explained below.

During the 6 weeks of the campground study, the researcher observed deer-

visitor interactions in the nearby Big Meadows Picnic Area, during the afternoon hours

(12:00 - 5:00 p.m.) on weekends,.  Interactions were considered to occur when deer were

located within approximately a 10-15 yard radius around a group’s picnic table.  The

observer sat unobtrusively within the picnic area (on a blanket reading a book) and

watched for deer to enter the area.   While observing deer interacting with visitors, the

researcher recorded deer behavior (ignoring people, approaching people, begging for

food, or grazing) and human behavior (ignoring, chasing away, watching,

photographing, and feeding).  Subsequently, during control conditions only, the observer

initiated contact with groups that had interacted with deer, and asked for permission to

ask them some questions about their experience with deer in Shenandoah National Park.

They were told the interview was part of a research project for a graduate student at

Virginia Tech.

After obtaining permission to record the interview (no one refused), the

researcher conducted a semi-structured interview designed to probe into visitor

knowledge and attitudes about deer and feeding deer in Shenandoah National Park

(Appendix A).  The interview was designed to characterize the visitors by some

potentially influential variables (experience in SNP, number of deer seen on the trip, and

knowledge of rules on feeding wildlife), which were also included in the survey
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instrument.  The interview was structured with easy-to-answer questions first in order to

build a rapport with the respondents.  Instead of asking visitors whether or not they

thought that feeding deer was OK (as had been done in the pre-test), respondents were

asked to indicate both reasons why they thought that the Park Service should encourage

and reasons why they should discourage visitors from feeding deer.   This technique was

used in order to get both perceived pros and cons of feeding wildlife, instead of only one

side of the issue.  Probes were used to elicit more detailed responses to these questions.

An attempt was made to interview all groups observed interacting with deer.

Initially, feeders were prioritized for the first interview if both feeders and non-feeders

were present.  However, after it became apparent that feeders were more prevalent than

non-feeders, non-feeders were targeted in order to obtain a large enough sample size of

both groups.  When only all feeders or all non-feeders were present, the first group

interviewed was selected randomly.

Interviews were only made during control conditions.  The moral and fear

appeals were not placed in the picnic area while interviews were being conducted.

Because there had been only one observation of a camper feeding deer during the six

study weekends in the campground, and the frequency of observed feeding was much

higher in the picnic area, it was decided to continue the behavioral study in the picnic

area.   The treatment (moral or fear appeal) was randomly assigned by weekend day.  No

interviews were conducted during the treatment conditions because obtaining interviews

limited the number of observations that could be made and the summer tourist season

was ending.   Interviews limited the number of observations the researcher could make

because once an interview was conducted in the picnic area the observer’s cover was

blown.   Remaining unobtrusive allowed the researcher to observe groups even if they

were sitting nearby and allowed the researcher to follow the deer around the picnic area

without drawing suspicion. This maximized the number of observations one could

obtain in the limited amount of time available.
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Survey instrument

The survey was primarily designed to test the influence of the fear and moral

appeals on attitudes and beliefs about deer and feeding deer (Appendix B).  The

effectiveness of the interventions in changing beliefs was determined by asking

respondents their level of agreement with statements taken directly from the two

messages.  Other items related to the two messages, but not specifically mentioned, were

included in order to assess any possible message elaboration that may have occurred.

The survey also included questions to address variables that could potentially influence

responses, such as basic demographic information (gender, age, and education), past

experience in Shenandoah National Park, number of deer seen, and the importance of

wildlife viewing to the trip.

Aside from the focus of this research, survey questions were included that

attempted to characterize the visitor experience associated with seeing deer.  At the

request of park managers, questions about preferences for different deer management

policies were also included.   An opportunity to self-report interactions with deer was

also included, in case it was not possible for the researcher to observe individuals

interacting with deer.

Data analysis

Behavioral observation data were analyzed using a Chi-square test because the

observations represented counts.  Although the attitude scale was not continuous (5-

point Likert-type scale from +2 to -2), it was treated as such, and the individual items

were analyzed using analysis of variance (ANOVA).  Post-hoc pairwise comparisons

were conducted using the Tukey-Kramer method.
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RESULTS

Sample size

Campground

More than 100 campers were surveyed for each treatment (Table 1).    The

campers in general responded positively to filling out the survey.  The few refusals

(8.5%) were mostly from individuals who were cooking or preparing to leave their

campsite, and a few visitors did not speak English.

Although the campground was fully booked every weekend during the

experiment, unfortunately for this study, relatively few people (n=64) were observed

interacting with deer in their campsite (Table 1).  This was not because deer avoided the

campground.  Deer were commonly seen grazing in the campground, but were not

always in occupied campsites or were in a site when people were not around.   Although

they were not often seen in occupied sites, the deer did not appear to be afraid of people,

even if they were approached.  Observations were also limited because the researcher

was only able to look for deer in the evenings (because of administering surveys in the

mornings, and observing people and deer in the picnic areas during the daytime), and

during this time period people were not often at their campsite.  Many visitors arrived

late on Friday (well after dark) and did not return on Saturday until after dark.  Deer

were more commonly seen in occupied campsites in the mornings, and were even

present in a few of the campsites when the survey was administered.

Table 1.  Number of surveys obtained and deer-visitor interactions observed in the
campground.

Treatment # of surveys
# of observations
(individual)1

Control 111 20

Moral 115 17

Fear 116 27

Total 342 642

1 Observed interacting with deer in their own campsite.
2 Gender: 32 males, 32 females
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Picnic area

Groups that had interacted with deer in the picnic area were only interviewed

under control conditions.  During treatment conditions (moral and fear appeals)

interviews were not attempted, in order to maximize the number of observations.  As

discussed previously, conducting interviews limited the number of observations the

researcher could make because the researcher was unable to remain incognito.

Observations of deer and human behavior were made under control and

treatment conditions of all groups of picnickers if deer entered their picnic area.

Unfortunately, because the fear and moral appeals were added late and despite only

observing (i.e., not interviewing) picnickers, fewer groups were observed interacting

with deer in the picnic area while signs were present than under control conditions

(Table 2).

It was not possible to interview every control group observed because of

inclement weather, or groups leaving the area while I was interviewing others.

Additionally, I chose not to interview some groups because I felt that they could have

seen me watching them while they fed the deer, because I happened to be sitting near

them. Therefore, only 15 of 27 control groups were interviewed.  Seven of these groups

did not feed the deer and 8 had at least one individual who fed deer.  Because the sample

size is so small, the interviews will not be systematically analyzed, but they will be used

to enhance understanding of the findings from the survey and behavioral observations.

Although deer came into the picnic area nearly every day the researcher was

present, there were many days (8 out of 21) when the deer were chased from the picnic

area by enthusiastic children or scared away by dogs before they had the opportunity to

approach any picnickers.  There were several doe that frequented the picnic area, often

more than once a day, and they sometimes brought their fawns.  When not chased off by

children, the deer tended to approach picnickers.  Their behavior (head lowered and

bobbing up and down) clearly indicated to the visitor that they were begging for food.

The deer were also observed to go from table to table seeking handouts.
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Table 2.  Picnic area observations.

Treatment
# of observations

(group)
# of days
observed

Total # of
hrs observed

Control 27 13 46

Moral 16 5 29

Fear 18 3 20

Total 61 21 95

Visitor characteristics

A slightly higher percentage of the surveys in the campground were completed

by females (51.7%) than males (48.3%).  There was no significant difference in gender

proportions among treatments (Table 3).  The average age of survey respondents was

37.6 years.  The youngest respondent was 16 years old and the oldest was 80 years old.

There was no significant difference between treatments in age of respondents (Control:

0=39.0, Moral: 0=36.2, Fear: 0=37.6 years).

Table 3.  Gender proportions for each treatment.

Gender
Control
(n=108)

Moral
(n=110)

Fear
(n=113)

Male   47.2%  50.9%  46.9%

Female   52.8  49.1  53.1

Campground visitors were generally well educated, with 87% having attended at

least some college (Table 4).  Twenty-five percent of survey respondents had completed

an advanced degree.  There was no significant difference in education level among

treatments.  Similar levels of education were found among backcountry and wilderness

hikers in SNP, with 92% reporting they had attended at least some college (Hockett and

Hall 1999).  Education level was not assessed for picnickers.
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Table 4.  Education level of campground visitors.

Highest level of education
Control
(n=109)

Moral
(n=113)

Fear
(n=116)

Some high school       0.9 %       3.5 %       1.7 %

High school diploma 13.8 10.6   7.8

Some college 27.5 23.9 24.1

Bachelor’s degree 30.3 38.1 41.4

Master’s degree 22.9 15.0 21.5

Ph.D., M.D., J.D., or equivalent 4.6 8.9   3.5

The majority of campground visitors (78%) had previously visited Shenandoah

National Park (Table 5).  There was a difference in number of times respondents had

visited SNP among treatments (Chi-square, p=0.005).  Fewer people receiving the fear

appeal intervention had been to SNP before, than among those receiving the moral

appeal or control treatments.  The moral appeal treatment surveyed more people who

had visited SNP a great deal (over 20 times).  The control treatment group was

intermediate in visitation history.   There is no obvious reason for the differences in past

experience among treatments.   There were no holiday weekends included in the sample,

and all weekends were during summer break for school-aged children.  One possible

explanation for a greater number of visits for the moral appeal group could be that this

treatment was administered the last weekend of the study (August 13-15) and it is

possible that more local visitors were present in the sample because summer break was

near an end and people were no longer traveling long distances.  Because of these

differences, analysis of the relationship between past experience and other measures will

be conducted.
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Table 5.  Number of previous trips to Shenandoah National Park.1

Number of previous trips to SNP
Control
(n=104)

Moral
(n=112)

Fear
(n=114)

None     21.1 %     14.3 %     30.7 %

1-5 32.7 42.9 42.1

6-10 16.4 12.5 12.3

11-15   7.7   4.5   6.2

16-20   5.8   1.8   2.6

21+ 16.3 24.1   6.1
1 10 individuals were not included because they gave a non-numerical response (e.g., a
lot, many, too many to count).

Importance and benefits of deer to trip experience

For the majority of visitors, wildlife viewing was an important part of their trip

to SNP, although few (9 to 12%) said it was their primary reason for coming to the Park

(Table 6).  No one indicated disliking wildlife, and only 0.9% (1 individual) indicated

that wildlife viewing was not at all a part of their visit to SNP.  A Chi-square analysis

could not be conducted on the complete data set to test for differences among the

treatments because the last two categories produced cells that had expected counts less

than 5.   Therefore, the last two categories were removed for the analysis.  The resulting

Chi-square test indicated that there was no significant difference among the treatments.
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Table 6.  Role of wildlife viewing in trip(s) to SNP.

Role of wildlife viewing
Control
(n=107)

Moral
(n=114)

Fear
(n=117)

It is my primary reason for coming to the park.  I
plan hikes and drives to maximize my chances of
seeing wildlife.

12.2% 8.8% 12.0%

It is an important part of my visit.  I stop and watch
wildlife when I see it.

71.0 68.4 68.4

It is not a very important part of my visit, but I enjoy
seeing wildlife.

15.9 22.8 19.6

Wildlife viewing is not a part at all of my visit to
SNP.

0.9 0.0 0.0

I dislike wildlife and try to avoid it. 0.0 0.0 0.0

In addition to asking the importance of wildlife viewing to their trip to SNP,

campers were asked several questions to characterize the potential benefits they received

while observing deer in SNP.  Respondents indicated on a 5-point Likert-type scale (-2

to +2) their level of agreement with each benefits statement.  The scale was then

collapsed into three categories: disagree (-2, -1), neutral (0), and agree (1, 2).

In order to understand how typical SNP visitors (i.e., not influenced by the moral

and fear appeals) feel about deer, only responses from the control group were

considered.  In general, a sizeable majority of respondents agreed that they received

benefits from seeing deer in SNP (Table 7).  For example, the presence of deer enhances

the feeling of naturalness, and seeing deer up close gives most visitors a thrill and helps

them learn about the deer and feel closer to nature.  The visitors may not gain such

benefits from seeing deer confined in a zoo environment, because a vast majority (92%)

indicated that they would rather see wild deer than deer in zoos.
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Table 7.  Benefits of watching deer in SNP (n=107).

Benefit Mean1
%

Agree
%

Neutral
%

Disagree
The park feels more natural when deer are
around.

1.6 96.3 2.8 0.9

SNP feels more like wilderness when I see
deer in the campground.

0.9 75.9 7.4 16.7

I get a thrill when I see deer up close. 1.3 83.2 11.2 5.6

I’d rather see wild deer at SNP than deer
kept in zoos.

1.6 91.7 3.7 4.6

Watching deer up close helps me learn
about nature.

1.1 88.9 6.5 4.6

Getting close to deer helps me feel closer
to nature.

1.0 76.9 12.0 11.1
1The respondents selected their level of agreement on a 5-point Likert-type scale (-2 to
+2).  The scale was then collapsed into three categories: disagree (-2, -1), neutral (0),
and agree (1, 2).

Deer densities are relatively high in the Big Meadows area (Rolf Gubler,

personal communication).  This is reflected in the large number of deer that respondents

reported seeing while on their trip to SNP.  More than 50% of all campers reported

seeing more than 11 deer, and 8.5% reported seeing more than 30.  A surprisingly small

percentage (0.6%) reported seeing no deer prior to the survey.

Table 8.  Number of deer seen in SNP at the time the survey was administered (n=341).

Number seen Percent

None 0.6

1-10 46.3

11-20 31.4

21-30 13.2

31+ 8.5
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General opinions on deer feeding

The majority (85%) of Park visitors not exposed to the moral and fear appeals

strongly believed that Park managers should prohibit visitors from feeding deer, and

very few (5.7%) disagreed (Table 9).  The vast majority also agreed that they would

rather see wild deer than deer that were fed, and it bothered them to see others feeding

deer.  The mean response to these items also suggests that visitors feel strongly that deer

in the park should not be fed.

Table 9.  General opinions on deer feeding in SNP (n=109).

Opinions on deer feeding Mean1 %
Agree

%
Neutral

%
Disagree

It bothers me to see people feeding
deer.

1.4 85.3 5.5 9.2

Park managers should prohibit visitors
from feeding deer.

1.6 89.6 4.7 5.7

I’d rather see wild deer than fed deer. 1.5 86.2 12.8 0.9
1The respondents selected their level of agreement on a 5-point Likert-type scale (-2 to
+2).  The scale was then collapsed into three categories: disagree (-2, -1), neutral (0),
and agree (1, 2).

Messages seen on deer feeding in SNP

Even in the control situation, a relatively large percentage (72%) of visitors

reported seeing at least one message on feeding or approaching deer in SNP.

Significantly more campers reported seeing a message on deer feeding in the treatment

conditions (88 and 89%) (Chi-square, p=0.001).  Respondents, who reported seeing a

message, were then asked in an open-ended question to indicate where they had seen the

information.  In the control condition the most frequently mentioned messages seen

were signs along Skyline Drive and at the entrance to Big Meadows and the campground

(Table 10).  During the treatments, the most frequently mentioned messages seen were

the interventions on the campsite picnic tables (Fear appeal: 40%, Moral appeal 54%),

followed by the signs along Skyline Drive.  Moral appeal respondents were more likely

to report seeing the treatment signs on the picnic tables (Chi-square, p=0.027) and less
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likely to report seeing the signs along Skyline Drive (Chi-square, p=0.006) than the fear

appeal group.

Although the signs on the picnic table were the most frequently mentioned, they

were clearly not seen by all campers or at least not remembered.  This could be due in

part to campers placing tablecloths on the tables before all members of the group had a

chance to observe the signs.  On the other hand, open-ended questions always have

problems of recall; if respondents saw the message and did not recall doing so, this

suggests something about the saliency of the message.   If saliency and not message

exposure determined reporting of message location, the results suggest that the moral

appeal message was more likely to be recalled than the fear appeal and the moral appeal

tended to override the memory of the roadside signs.
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Table 10.  Location of messages on feeding deer seen by campers. (The percentages
given are of the entire number of people in the control and treatment conditions.  Some
respondents indicated more than one location.)

Location of message Control Moral Fear

At campsite/on table 1.1% 54.1% 40.4%

Road signs along Skyline Drive 21.7 9.0 21.3

At campground/Big Meadows entrance 15.2 3.3 3.6

Campground (registration booth,
bathrooms, regulations)

5.4 7.4 6.4

Fliers, brochures, Overlook 6.5 6.6 0.7

All over, everywhere, several places 7.6 3.3 5.0

Stated saw sign that said not to feed but
did not give location

15.2 4.9 3.6

Campground (unspecified location) 8.7 1.6 4.3

On signs (unspecified location) 6.5 1.6 4.3

Ranger programs/rangers 2.2 0.8 2.1

Trailheads 1.1 2.5 0.7

Can’t remember 2.2 1.6 1.4

Ranger station 1.1 0.8 2.1

Total percentage seeing any message 72.0 87.5 88.8

Influences of interventions on attitudes about deer

Fear appeal: specific items from intervention

In order to detect whether reading the fear appeal altered attitudes or beliefs

about the dangers of deer to humans, four items were developed directly from the main

points stated in the intervention.   Respondents were asked how strongly they agreed or

disagreed with each statement on a 5-point Likert-type scale.  For all four statements, the

respondents who had received the fear appeal were significantly more likely than either

control or moral appeal recipients to agree that deer pose a danger to people who got too

close to them (Table 11).  The control and moral appeal respondents were never
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significantly different from each other in their beliefs about the dangers posed by deer

being close to people.

Although the campers in the fear appeal were more likely to agree that deer

could be a danger to people, the strength of agreement was not always great.  On

average, campers only slightly agreed that people could give people diseases if they got

too close (0=0.2).  There was also a relatively low level of agreement that deer could

gore people with their antlers if they got too close (0=0.5).  More people agreed that deer

could kick people (0=0.8) or bite them (0=1.0).

Table 11.  Mean responses of visitors to statements taken directly from the fear appeal.1

Fear appeal statement
Control
(n=107-
108) 2

Moral
(n=111-

114)

Fear
(n=117-

118)
p-value3

Deer sometimes give people diseases
if they get too close.

-0.3 a -0.3 a 0.2 b 0.001

Deer sometimes gore people with their
antlers if they get too close.

-0.2 a -0.1 a 0.5 b <0.0005

If people get too close to them, deer
sometimes kick people.

0.2 a 0.3 a 0.8 b 0.001

Deer could bite if people get too close. 0.1 a 0.4 a 1.0 b <0.0005
1 Means based on a 5-point Likert-type scale from -2 (strongly disagree) to +2 (strongly
agree).
2 Sample size varied slightly by question item.
3ANOVA, with Tukey-Kramer post-hoc pairwise comparisons (p<0.05).

Fear appeal: survey items related to the intervention

In addition to the survey items directly related to the intervention, respondents

were asked to indicate their level of agreement with a number of other statements related

to the danger of deer-human interactions.  Although respondents receiving the fear

appeal were more likely to evaluate deer as a threat, they were just as likely as people in

the other two treatments to strongly disagree with the statement that they were scared of

deer (Table 12).  Control and moral treatment visitors were neutral in their responses to
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the statement that it was unlikely that a deer would hurt them if they tried to feed it

(0=0.0).  Visitors who received the fear appeal disagreed with this statement

significantly more than the other two treatments, although the level of disagreement was

fairly weak (0= -0.5).  Consistent with their general lack of fear of deer, all visitors

believed that it was unlikely that a deer could be dangerous, unless they tried to touch it.

However, there was more concern by those receiving the fear appeal that having deer too

close could endanger small children (0= 0.4).  These findings suggest that the fear

appeal changed specific, targeted cognitions, but had somewhat less of an effect on

overall fear-related cognitive structures.

Table 12.  Mean responses of visitors to statements related to the fear appeal.1

Fear-related statement
Control
(n=106-
109) 2

Moral
(n=111-
115)

Fear
(n=115-
118)

p-value3

I am scared of deer. -1.6 -1.7 -1.6 ns

It is not very likely that a deer would
hurt me if I tried to feed it.

-0.0 a -0.0 a -0.5 b 0.002

A deer that approaches people for food
is unlikely to behave aggressively.

-0.2 -0.4 -0.6 ns

As long as you don’t try to touch them,
deer aren’t very dangerous.

1.2 0.9 1.1 ns

Having deer too close can endanger
small children.

-0.3 a 0.0 a 0.4 b <0.0005
1 Means based on a 5-point Likert-type scale from -2 (strongly disagree) to +2 (strongly
agree).
2 Sample size varied slightly by question item.
3 ANOVA, with Tukey-Kramer post-hoc pairwise comparisons (p#0.05).

Moral appeal: specific items from intervention

The only survey item to which the campers receiving the moral appeal responded

differently from the other two groups was that they agreed more strongly that human

food could make deer sick (Table 13).  All SNP visitors strongly agreed with the

statements in the moral appeal about the negative impact feeding has on deer, whether

they had received the moral appeal or not.  They agreed that fed deer would lose their
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ability to find natural foods and that feeding increased the risk of a deer getting hit by a

car or shot by a hunter.  They also did not believe that feeding deer helped them to avoid

predators.  These results suggest that SNP visitors are aware of the negative

consequences to deer when they are fed.

Table 13.  Mean responses to items taken from the moral appeal.1

Moral appeal - items from intervention
Control
(n=107-
109) 2

Moral
(n=110-

113)

Fear
(n=115-
116)

p-value 3

People should not feed deer because they
will lose their ability to find natural foods.

1.5 1.5 1.5 ns

Human food could make deer sick. 1.3 ab 1.5 a 1.1b 0.009

Deer that are fed are more likely to get hit
by cars.

1.0 1.0 0.8 ns

Deer that are fed are more likely to get
shot by hunters.

1.1 0.9 1.0 ns

Feeding deer helps them to avoid
predators.

-1.3 -1.5 -1.3 ns
1Means based on a 5-point Likert-type scale from -2 (strongly disagree) to +2 (strongly
agree).
2 Sample size varied slightly by question item.
3 ANOVA, with Tukey-Kramer post-hoc pairwise comparisons (p<0.05).

Moral appeal: survey items related to the intervention

As with the survey items directly from the intervention, there were no significant

differences between those who received the moral appeal and those who did not in their

responses to statements related to the moral appeal (Table 14).  Visitors in all  treatments

seemed to be knowledgeable about the negative effects of even one person feeding deer.

Respondents strongly agreed that fed deer were more likely to eat garbage.  They also

disagreed with the statement that it was OK to feed deer natural foods.  These responses

again suggest that SNP visitors recognize the negative consequences of feeding for the

deer.
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Table 14.  Mean responses to items related to the moral appeal.1

Moral-related statement
Control
(n=108-
109) 2

Moral
(n=112-
113)

Fear
(n=115-
116)

p-value 3

Fed deer are more likely to eat garbage. 1.4 1.4 1.3 ns

It is OK to feed deer natural foods like
wild apples, grass, or acorns.

-0.9 -0.9 -0.9 ns

One person feeding deer doesn’t really
make a difference.

-1.3 -1.3 -1.2 ns
1Means based on a 5-point Likert-type scale from -2 (strongly disagree) to +2 (strongly
agree).
2 Sample size varied slightly by question item.
3ANOVA

Effects of past experience in SNP

While not a primary focus of this research, it was necessary to determine whether

past experience in SNP influenced how visitors responded to survey questions, because

there was a significant difference among treatments in number of past trips to SNP.  As

discussed previously, a greater proportion of the respondents in the fear treatment were

first time visitors to SNP than in either the control or moral treatments (see Table 5).

For the purposes of the analysis the six trip categories reported in Table 5 were reduced

to three categories (0 trips, 1-5 trips, and 6+ trips) (Table 15).   Only control group

responses were included in the analysis.

Table 15.  Number of previous trips to Shenandoah National Park.1

Number of previous trips to SNP
Control
(n=103)

Moral
(n=112)

Fear
(n=114)

None 21.1 % 14.3 % 30.7 %

1-5 32.7 42.9 42.1

6 or more 46.2 42.8 27.2
1 Chi-square all three groups, p= 0.007, Chi-square fear vs. moral appeal groups,
p=0.005, Chi-square fear vs. control groups, p=0.017, Chi-square moral vs. control
groups, ns.
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General opinions on deer feeding

There were no significant differences in responses to general questions about

deer feeding among visitors with different levels of experience in SNP (Table 16).

However, there was an interesting trend, with more experienced SNP visitors tending to

be bothered more by visitors feeding deer and more supportive of the Park prohibiting

deer feeding.

Table 16.  Mean level of agreement on deer feeding by number of previous trips to
SNP.1

Opinions on deer feeding.
0 trips
(n=22)

1-5 trips
(n=33-34) 2

6+ trips
(n=46-47)

It bothers me to see people feeding
deer.

1.0 1.5 1.4

Park managers should prohibit
visitors from feeding deer.

1.1 1.6 1.7

I’d rather see wild deer than fed deer. 1.2 1.6 1.5
1Means based on a 5-point Likert-type scale from -2 (strongly disagree) to +2 (strongly
agree)
2 Sample size varied slightly by question item.

Fear appeal items

There were no significant differences in level of agreement with items taken

directly from the fear appeal among visitors who had made different number of trips to

SNP (Table 17).  Although insignificant statistically, there appears to be a slight trend

that more inexperienced users tended to be less likely to think that deer would hurt them.

Because the fear appeal treatment contained a higher percentage of novices than the

control and moral appeal groups, this trend would have worked against the effectiveness

of the fear appeal.  Therefore, any observed increase in beliefs that deer could be

dangerous under the fear appeal treatment would not have been enhanced by the

distribution of experience levels.
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Table 17.  Mean responses of visitors to statements directly from and related to the fear
appeal by number of previous trips to SNP.1

Fear appeal item
0 trips

(n=20-22) 2
1-5 trips

(n=32-34)
6+ trips

(n=45-47)
Deer sometimes give people diseases
if they get too close.

-0.6 -0.1 -0.5

Deer sometimes gore people with their
antlers if they get too close.

-0.4 -0.3 -0.1

If people get too close to them, deer
sometimes kick people.

0.0 0.0 0.4

Deer could bite if people get too close. 0.0 0.1 0.2

I am scared of deer. -1.7 -1.5 -1.7

It is not very likely that a deer would
hurt me if I tried to feed it.

0.5 -0.1 0.0

A deer that approaches people for food
is unlikely to behave aggressively.

0.3 -0.3 -0.3

As long as you don’t try to touch
them, deer aren’t very dangerous.

1.5 1.3 1.1

Having deer too close can endanger
small children.

-0.4 -0.5 0.2
1 Means based on a 5-point Likert-type scale from -2 (strongly disagree) to +2 (strongly
agree)
2 Sample size varied slightly by question item.

Moral appeal items

There were significant differences between experience level in 2 of the 5 items

taken directly from the moral appeal (Table 18, top 5 items).  People with an

intermediate level of past use (1 to 5 trips) or experience in SNP were more likely to

indicate that fed deer were more likely to get hit by cars and they were less likely to

agree that feeding deer helps them avoid predators.  This difference should not have

affected the outcome of the ANOVAs among treatments on each question item (Table

13) however, because responses of the novice and experienced visitors were not

significantly different.  Therefore, the relatively high number of novices in the fear

appeal should have responded similarly to the relatively high percentages of experienced
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visitors in the moral and control groups.  There were no other significant differences

among experience levels in the other moral appeal related items.

Table 18. Mean responses to items taken from and related to the moral appeal by
number of previous trips to SNP.1

Moral appeal items
0 trips
(n=22)

1-5 trips
(n=33-

34)2

6+ trips
(n=46-

47)
p-value3

People should not feed deer because they
will lose their ability to find natural foods.

1.0 1.6 1.5 ns

Human food could make deer sick. 1.1 1.3 1.3 ns

Deer that are fed are more likely to get hit
by cars.

0.5a 1.3 b 0.9 ab 0.037

Deer that are fed are more likely to get shot
by hunters.

0.8 1.2 1.1 ns

Feeding deer helps them to avoid predators. -0.9 a -1.6 b -1.4 ab 0.017

Fed deer are more likely to eat garbage. 1.2 1.6 1.4 ns

It is OK to feed deer natural foods like wild
apples, grass, or acorns.

-0.3 -1.1 -0.9 ns

One person feeding deer doesn’t really
make a difference.

-1.0 -1.5 -1.2 ns
1Means based on a 5-point Likert-type scale from -2 (strongly disagree) to +2 (strongly
agree)
2 Sample size varied slightly by question item.
3 ANOVA, with Tukey-Kramer post-hoc pairwise comparisons (p<0.05)

Experience summary

Only two moral appeal items showed a significant difference with past

experience to SNP, with the group who had taken an intermediate number of trips being

significantly different in their responses.  All three groups contained a very similar

percentage of visitors in the intermediate level (33 to 43%), so this suggests that any

differences would not have influenced the outcome of the other analyses.  Also, only

two significantly different question items out of 20 would not be very unusual based

upon chance alone.  Therefore, the general conclusion from the analyses of the moral
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and fear appeal items suggest that past experience is unrelated to the dependent

measures.

Behavioral observations

Campground observations

Observations were made of campers interacting with deer in their campsites.

The behavior of the deer as well as the behavior of the visitor was recorded.  Behavioral

data were collected for each adult in the campsite at the time the deer was present.  In all

cases, the deer were observed to be grazing when they entered and moved through a

campsite.  Although approached by visitors frequently (Table 19), the deer typically

continued grazing or slowly moved away.  Deer spooked and bolted from the campsite

on only two occasions when they were approached by a visitor.

The campground visitor observations resulted in some interesting and

unexpected trends in behaviors in the different treatments.   It was curious that the

control group was observed to ignore the deer more than the visitors receiving the moral

and fear appeals (Chi-square, p=0.014) (Table 19).   Thus, it appears that the

interventions may have drawn attention to the deer, which was also indicated by the

much greater percentage of visitors in the moral and fear appeals who watched the deer

(Chi-square, p<0.0005).   Surprisingly, in addition to appearing to draw attention to the

deer, the fear appeal also appeared to increase more involved interactions with the deer.

Although the fear appeal stated that visitors should not try to approach deer, visitors in

the fear appeal treatment tended to approach and follow a deer if it moved away more

than people in the control and moral appeal treatments, although there was not a

statistical difference (Table 19).   In addition, the only person who was observed feeding

a deer (a bun) in the campground received the fear appeal.  Although there was not a

significant difference, it was also interesting that visitors in the moral appeal treatment

were the most likely to simply watch the deer and not attempt to approach or follow the

animal, even though the moral appeal message did not mention anything about not

approaching deer.  While these findings suggest some unexpected effects from the

interventions (i.e., an increase in approaching and following deer with the fear appeal), it
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should be kept in mind that the sample sizes were small enough that there was a greater

likelihood of chance events influencing the results.

Table 19. Observed behaviors of campground visitors when deer were in their
campsites.1

Behavior
Control %

(n=20)
Moral %
(n=17)

Fear %
(n=27)

p-value2

Ignore 60.0 a 23.5 b 22.2 b 0.014

Watch 40.0 a 88.2 b 96.3 b    <0.0005

Approach 30.0 17.6 44.4 ns

Follow 15.0 5.9 25.9 ns

Photograph 15.0 11.8 37.0 ns

Feed 0.0 0.0 3.7 _
1 The percentages in each column will not add up to 100% because each individual
could have performed several behaviors while he or she was being observed.  For
example, a person could have watched deer, approached them and taken a photograph,
and then returned to his or her previous activity and ignored the deer, while it was still in
his or her campsite.
2 Chi-square tests were used for all comparisons.

Another behavioral measure of visitor interactions with deer was how close they

were from the deer.  While observing each interaction, the researcher estimated the

closest distance that occurred between the deer and the visitor.  In many cases the

distance was shortened by the people approaching the deer (see Table 19), but often the

people simply watched a deer as it moved through their campsite, and the deer actively

controlled the distance between them.   However, no one was ever observed moving

away from a deer to create greater distance.

Surprisingly, but consistent with the behavioral observations presented above,

people in the fear appeal were much more likely to be within 5 yards of deer than were

visitors in the control and moral treatments (Chi-square, p=0.004) (Table 20).  Visitors

who were exposed to the moral appeal were the least likely to be seen within 5 yards of
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a deer.  There was not a significant difference between males and females in their

observed distances from deer.

Table 20.  Closest distance observed between deer and visitor. 1

Distance Control (n=20) Moral (n=17) Fear (n=27)

#5 yards 30.0% 6.6% 65.4%

6-10 yards 40.0 46.7 15.4

10+ yards 30.0 46.7 19.2
1 Chi-square (all three groups), p=0.004); Chi-square (moral appeal vs. control), ns; Chi-
square (fear appeal vs. control), p=0.05; Chi-square (moral vs. fear appeals), p=0.001.

Picnic area observations

Observations were made in the picnic area of the reaction of groups to deer

moving through their area in the picnic grounds.  An interaction was considered to occur

when a deer moved within 10 yards of a group’s picnic table.  A group was recorded as

feeding the deer if at least one person in the group fed the deer.

Under control conditions, a surprisingly high percentage of groups (63%) fed

deer in the picnic area (Table 21).  It is unclear why such a high percentage of visitors to

the picnic area fed the deer, when only one camper was observed feeding a deer.  One

possibility is that food was more available to visitors in the picnic area.  However, food

was also available to campers, although it was not often out on the table when deer were

around.  Another possibility is differences in deer behavior.  Deer in the campground

acted unafraid of people, while they were in campsites grazing, but they did not

approach visitors and beg for food.  Deer in the picnic areas were clearly begging for

food and initiated interactions by approaching visitors.  Another possibility is that

campers and picnickers are different groups.
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The moral and fear appeals both reduced the percentage of groups feeding deer

in the picnic area, with the moral appeal being the most effective (Table 21).  Only 25%

of groups fed the deer while the moral appeal was posted.  This is consistent with the

findings from the campground behavioral observations with the moral appeal reducing

approaching behavior by visitors and increasing the distance between deer and people.

Table 21.  Percent of groups with at least one member who fed deer in the picnic area.1

Behavior Control (n=27) Moral (n=16) Fear (n=18)

Fed 63.0% 25.0% 38.5%

Did not feed 37.0 75.0 61.5
1 Chi-square (all three groups), p=0.042; Chi-square (moral appeal vs. control), p=0.016;
Chi-square (fear appeal vs. control), ns; Chi-square (moral vs. fear appeals), ns.

It is also important to note that of the 4 groups that fed deer in the moral appeal

treatment, two groups fed a deer leaves off of a tree, which they had observed the deer

eating previously.  Another feeder was a child who tossed the deer a part of his

sandwich after being told not to by his parents.  Therefore only 1 group out of the 16

observed in the moral appeal contained an adult who fed the deer table food.   In

contrast, 7of 9 feeder control groups and 3 of 5 feeder fear treatment groups were known

to have fed deer table food.  (These results are only for those groups of which I could

determine what had been fed to the deer.  Often, I was only close enough to see people

tossing something and the deer walking over to pick something off of the ground.)

Favorite food items to feed deer

Out of 29 feeding observations made in the campground and picnic areas it was

possible to observe what was fed 18 times.  The majority of the food given to deer was

human food taken from the table (66.7%).  The most common items offered deer were

chips and bread.  Several interviewed visitors commented that the deer liked the salt on
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the chips.  The rest of the time (33.3%) visitors attempted to feed the deer more

“natural” foods such as acorns, grass, leaves, and fern.

Unintended effects of interventions

The apparently different effect of the fear appeal between the campground and

the picnic area was unexpected and difficult to explain.  While the fear appeal reduced

feeding in the picnic area, it appeared to increase watching, approaching and following

behavior in the campgrounds (Table 19).  It was also unexpected that the moral appeal

would decrease approaching and following behavior in the campground because the

message did not contain instructions not to approach wildlife as were contained in the

fear appeal.  Campground behavioral observations also suggested that both appeals

attracted additional attention to the deer.

In addition to the unexpected effects on behavior, the appeals also changed

attitudes about seeing deer.  The moral appeal appears to have had a negative effect on

the experience of seeing deer in SNP.   Apparently, the message tone of the moral

appeal, which suggested that deer were seeking handouts from visitors, detracted from

the experience of seeing deer in SNP (Table 22).  Moral appeal visitors were less likely

than the control group to agree that the park feels more natural when deer are around.

They were also more likely than either the control or fear appeal groups to say that it

bothered them to see deer that were unafraid of people.  These results suggest that the

moral appeal detracted from the experience of seeing deer in SNP, which was not

intended and may not be a desirable effect of the message.
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Table 22.  Mean responses to benefits of watching deer in SNP.1

Benefit Control Moral Fear p-value 2

The park feels more natural when
deer are around.

1.6 a 1.3 b 1.4ab 0.024

SNP feels more like wilderness when
I see deer in the campground.

0.9 a 0.5 b 1.0 a 0.002

I get a thrill when I see deer up close. 1.3 1.1 1.1 ns

I’d rather see wild deer at SNP than
deer kept in zoos.

1.6 1.6 1.7 ns

Watching deer up close helps me
learn about nature.

1.1 a 0.8 b 1.0ab 0.017

Getting close to deer helps me feel
closer to nature.

1.0 0.7 1.0 ns

It bothers me to see deer that are
unafraid of people.

0.0 a 0.5 b -0.1 a 0.001
1 Means based on a 5-point Likert-type scale from -2 (strongly disagree) to +2 (strongly
agree)
2 ANOVA, with Tukey-Kramer post-hoc pairwise comparisons (p<0.05)
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DISCUSSION

Assumptions

Although the differences in behavior between campers and picnickers were

surprising, there is not enough information available to conclude that these groups come

from two different populations.  Therefore, for the purposes of this discussion I am

assuming that campers (attitude study) and picnickers (behavior study) are from the

same population.  Most of the behavior discussion below focuses on the picnic area

because that is where the greatest number of feeding incidents were observed, which

was the target behavior of the interventions.  The differences in camper and picnicker

populations suggest the need for further research to determine whether the results were

due to differences in visitor populations or deer populations.

General perceptions of deer in SNP

Clearly, viewing deer is an important part of many visitors’ trips to Shenandoah

National Park.  The vast majority of visitors (77-83%) indicated that wildlife viewing

was an important part of their trip and that they stopped and watched wildlife when they

saw it.  Several groups who were interviewed indicated that watching and getting close

to the deer in SNP was their primary reason for coming into the Park.  For instance, one

visitor stated that she liked that “... you can get close and not spook them.  That’s why

we come down.”  Presence of deer makes the park seem more natural to most visitors

(96%), and most (83%) also reported getting a thrill when they saw deer up close.

A substantial number of visitors indicated that being able to get close to deer was

an important part of what they liked about the deer in Shenandoah.  When asked what

they liked most about the deer in SNP, 79% of the groups interviewed (n=28) mentioned

something about the tameness of the deer and being able to see them up close.   Some

example responses were:

“That they come to you and you can pet them.”

“They are friendly and you can get up close to them and have a good look at
them.”

“Oh, I like it that they like me.”
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“That they’re tame.”

“That they are not too part of the wild.  They’re pretty tame.”

“Their lack of fear of people, just them wandering around and they check you
out and they’re not afraid.”

“They’ll come up and eat off your table.  I’ve been here when they’ve done that.”

One respondent clearly articulated an understanding of why the deer were so tame by

stating, “They have become conditioned... obviously they are not afraid of the general

public, and so they’ll get a lot closer than they will in most other environments.”

While park managers should be happy that seeing deer up close is providing an

extremely positive experience for many visitors, the example responses given above

suggest that the attitudes of visitors toward deer could lead to negative interactions

between deer and humans.   As indicated by interviews under control conditions, visitors

clearly saw the deer as friendly, tame, and less wild, with one person even suggesting

that visitors can pet them.  This suggests that Park visitors do not see deer as potentially

dangerous, wild animals that could injure them if they got too close.  These perceptions

may be in part because it appears to many visitors that deer initiate interactions with

visitors by approaching people and even taking food off picnic tables.  Visitors may be

misinterpreting the apparent lack of fear or aggressive behavior by the deer as being a

signal that it is safe to get close to them.

The absence of comments from visitors suggesting that they are uncomfortable

with having a wild animal so close to them is additional evidence that thoughts about

negative aspects of getting close to wildlife are not a part of visitors’ schema about Park

deer, or if they are a part of their attitudes about deer, they were not salient concepts.

When asked if there was anything that they disliked about the deer in SNP, most (83%)

adamantly said “nothing,” and no one mentioned that they disliked or felt uncomfortable

with the deer being close to them.

Another interesting feature of the perceptions of deer by visitors is that, although

the interview responses clearly suggested that visitors recognize that it is unusual (i.e.,
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not typical or normal deer behavior) for deer to be so tame or unafraid of people, survey

respondents felt that the close proximity of the deer made the park feel more “natural.”

Most (76%) even agreed with the statement that SNP seemed more like wilderness when

they saw deer in the campground.  These views seem counterintuitive (unless wilderness

is seen as a “Garden of Eden” and pastoral).

Effectiveness of interventions in changing attitudes

Moral appeal

The moral appeal was unsuccessful in changing attitudes about the negative

impacts to deer from feeding.   This was undoubtedly due to the finding that visitors

were already relatively knowledgeable about the negative impacts to deer.  All treatment

groups agreed fairly strongly (0=1.5) that feeding deer would cause them to lose their

ability to find natural foods and that human food could make deer sick (0 = 1.1-1.5).

Visitors also agreed that deer that are fed are more likely to get shot by hunters or hit by

cars.  The lack of significant attitude change suggests that those who already held

similar attitudes maintained them, but there was no increase in attitude strength or

increase in percentage of visitors with those attitudes. 

The interviews conducted in the fall of 1998 and the summer of 1999 also

support the finding that SNP visitors are well-informed about the negative consequences

to the deer from being fed by visitors.  Consistent with the strong agreement with the

statement about deer losing their ability to find natural foods, when asked why feeding

deer should be discouraged in the Park, the majority of groups interviewed (21 of 28, or

75%) mentioned specifically (without prompting) a concern that deer would become

dependent on people and lose their ability to find natural food.  Linked to this concept

was the fear that deer would starve in the winter when there were no picnickers or

campers in the Park to feed them.    Surprisingly, feeders were as likely as non-feeders

(71%) to express concerns about this issue.  Some example quotes follow that illustrate

the concerns about deer becoming dependent on people.  Quotes from feeders are

marked with an F and non-feeders with an NF.

“Because it lessens their natural ability to take care of themselves.” F
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“People aren’t up here in the winter to feed them, they’ll die when we have a bad
winter.” F

“They get used to eating from your hand and then they won’t fend for
themselves...they will depend on you.” F

“They get dependent on people feed’n them and they wouldn’t know how to feed
thereself when there was nobody here.” F

“To a degree it probably might cause them to lose some of their natural instincts,
so that they might get hungry in the winter when they uh... when there is no one
around.  Yeah, then they could go hungry, because they will lose their natural
instincts to eat off the land.” NF

“Because then they don’t learn how to feed themselves and how to get food on
their own.  And in the winter they’ll die because they can’t find food.”NF

“Because it disrupts the natural selection process, the Darwinian, the good deer
forage for their food and survive, bad deer die.  Strong deer, weak deer.”NF

“Because it interrupts the natural way things should be, ‘cause then they become
too tame and they, uh, can’t get [food] on their own.  If the people leave,
especially after this season, and people aren’t around anymore and they have
become dependent to feed them then they can’t survive on their own.”NF

Many interviewed visitors (50% of groups) also had concerns that human food

could make deer sick. As with concerns about deer losing their natural ability to find

food, feeders were just a likely as non-feeders to express concerns about the types of

foods people fed deer.  While people seemed concerned about the types of foods fed to

the deer, there was some disagreement about what was appropriate.  Some thought that it

was OK to feed them natural foods like berries and grass, while others thought that

apples and fruit were healthy.  Some recognized that foods such as marshmallows and

meat were bad, but others felt that chips were acceptable because the deer liked the salt.

The following responses were to the question asking why feeding should be discouraged

or why feeding was not OK.

“I don’t know if they’d be able to adjust to some of the food people fed them.
They might not be what they are, you know, used to.”NF
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“Probably some of the stuff you feed them isn’t good for them.  I guess they’re
probably not meant to eat Twinkies and Lays potato chips....I could see some kid
giving them like a Slim Jim and messing their digestion up for a month”NF

“Because they say it hurts their digestive system.  I think that’s what I’ve always
read..”F

“It’s not healthy to a deer..got better stuff to eat than we give them.  White bread
ain’t no good.  For instance, I mean, the deer that eat a lot of the stuff that people
eat are skinny and they ain’t healthy.”F

“Because some will probably do it, and do it right and give them things that
might be good for them like uh, grapes or apples, fruit.  Others will give them
french fries and potato chips and things that aren’t healthy.”F

Some respondents clearly felt that feeding deer was acceptable if people fed

them things that did not harm them.  There was great concern about deer health, and

people clearly did not want to hurt the deer by feeding them.  These attitudes suggest

that a moral appeal should be an effective way to reduce deer feeding because people

should want to help the deer and not hurt them.  Many feeders were clearly rationalizing

feeding deer because they thought that they were feeding them something that was not

harmful for the deer to have, but at the same time they felt that feeding should be

prohibited because not everyone knew what was safe to feed deer.  The following quotes

are illustrative of these attitudes.

“Well, if people were responsible and if they know the right thing to feed
them…yeah, I worry about the salt, whatever, lots of chips or something.
Wouldn’t want anything to happen to them...feed something that might hurt
them.  Some people might unknowingly give them the wrong thing.”F

“Well, you wouldn’t want to do harm to them.”F

The moral appeal attempted to build on these feelings of caring for and not

wanting to harm the deer by explaining that even if the food that was fed to deer was

healthy, there were other negative consequences from changing deer behavior, such as

susceptibility to poachers or hunters and dangers from getting too close to cars.

Although a few visitors mentioned during interviews the fear that deer which are

unafraid of people could get shot more easily, no one mentioned increased chance of
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deer-vehicle collisions as a reason not to feed deer.  Therefore, these concepts were not

salient to visitors, although survey results indicated that visitors tended to agree that

hunters and cars were higher risks to fed deer than unfed deer.

Fear appeal

Unlike the persuasive arguments presented in the moral appeal, arguments in the

fear appeal were not very salient or part of visitors’ schemas about deer.  Responses to

the interviews suggested that visitors simply did not consider deer as posing a potential

danger to themselves.  When asked to state reasons why visitors should not feed deer,

only 3 out of the 28 interviewed groups mentioned that deer could injure people.

Clearly, the potential for aggressive behavior by the deer was not a salient reason for not

feeding deer.  When describing the deer in SNP many visitors used words such as

“tame,” “gentle,” “passive,” “cute,” and “pretty,” which suggests that visitors perceive

deer in a way that would be contrary to ideas about a wild animal that could injure them.

Others also mentioned that deer were herbivores and prey for other animals, therefore

they did not have teeth or sharp claws, or an aggressive nature.

Because I was interested in perceptions of risk from deer, even if potential for

injury was not mentioned intitially, I prompted comments about possible risk by asking

visitors if they could think of any ways in which people could be harmed by trying to

feed deer.  Even with prompting, only 59% of the interviewed groups felt that deer could

injure people if they got too close, and the biggest concern of injury was from ticks or

disease.  The potential for getting kicked was mentioned by four groups, and two groups

thought the deer might bite them.  A few visitors also recognized that bucks could be

dangerous, especially during rutting season.  The following quotes illustrate the

responses given:

“The deer have a tendency to paw people sometimes, to jump up on them.  It can
be very dangerous.”

“And also, I’ll tell you what, a deer could hurt you.  It has hard feet.  They can be
very dangerous.”
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“Not unless it was a buck or something...a buck can get right rowdy...”

“Maybe the virus, not the deer, the virus might be, but not deer.”

“Uh, if you really scared the deer, they could try to hurt you.  They can nip and
kick.”

“I don’t know that deer could be dangerous.  I guess, I don’t know if they, they
nip you or something.”

Some of the above responses illustrate that even the visitors who agreed deer

might hurt them did not believe it very strongly.  Others simply did not believe that a

deer could hurt them:

“I don’t think they’d be dangerous.  A bear maybe, but not a deer.”

 “They don’t get excited if the little fawn gets around close to you like a bear
does, so I don’t see no potential for harm at all.”

“No, none whatsoever.”

Visitors also appeared to be drawing upon direct and indirect experiences while

assessing the potential for personal risk.  Because they had never seen or heard of

anyone getting hurt by a deer, they concluded that there was little or no risk.  Other

visitors seemed to feel that they controlled the outcome of interactions, indicating that

deer were not a threat unless you did something stupid around them (like trying to pet

them).

“Children could get hurt I guess if they got too close, maybe.  I’ve never heard of
a deer attacking anybody, no.”

“Uh, if they do something they shouldn’t do and go up and - I mean I wouldn’t
go and try to pet a deer.  You know, I mean, other than that I don’t know any
circumstances when they have become aggressive.”

“No, really I don’t, I’ve never seen anything harmful...I’ve never seen a deer
actually trying to hurt people...if you just use your head a little bit.”

Survey responses confirm what the interviews suggested; visitors do not believe

that deer could injure them.  When asked about the specific statements in the fear appeal
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(disease, kicking, biting, goring), the control group either disagreed that deer could hurt

them or slightly agreed (0.1- 0.2) (Table 11).   Survey respondents clearly were not

scared of deer, and, as the interviews suggested, visitors do not think that deer are very

dangerous unless you try to touch them (Table 12).

Results from the surveys indicate that the fear appeal message was effective in

changing attitudes about the risk of getting too close to deer, at least for the items

specifically targeted by the intervention.  The other items suggested limited cognitive

change of a broader nature.   However, even though there was a significant increase in

the belief that deer could be dangerous, respondents still did not agree very strongly with

the fear appeal statements.  Mean level of agreement ranged from 0.2 to 1.0.  These

agreement levels were much lower than the levels of agreement with statements from

the moral appeal (0.9 - 1.5) (Table 13).

Effectiveness of interventions in changing behavior

Moral appeal

The moral appeal reduced the percentage of groups feeding deer from 63% in the

control condition to 25%.  The plea for helping the deer by not feeding them was more

effective than the fear appeal in reducing feeding behavior.  This may seem like a

surprising finding because the moral appeal did not significantly change attitudes about

the negative aspects of feeding deer, whereas the fear appeal did cause an increase in

awareness about the risk of feeding deer.   Based upon these results from the attitude

survey, one would have expected the fear appeal to produce the greatest reduction in

feeding behavior.

One possible explanation for the behavioral success of the moral appeal is that it

simply made already held attitudes salient or more accessible, which increased the

likelihood that these attitudes would influence behavior.  The attitude survey findings

suggested that, even in control conditions, visitors agreed rather strongly with the

message arguments about the negative impacts feeding has on deer, but just because
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those attitudes were available in visitors’ memories does not mean they were accessible

at the time that the deer approached their picnic table and they had to make a decision

about feeding the deer (Lynch and Srull 1982).  Under the moral treatment condition, the

intervention, which was presented shortly before the opportunity to feed deer, may have

served to prime or make salient their previously held attitudes about feeding deer

(Roskos-Ewoldsen 1997).

Psychologists have found that many factors can influence the accessibility of

attitudes.  Lynch and Srull (1982) believe that the amount of competing information that

has been learned in the same “content domain” can influence accessibility of attitudes.

In the case of deer and other common, high-profile animals, many people have a

considerable amount of prior knowledge (from direct and indirect experiences) and

beliefs and attitudes about deer.  For example, hunting is an issue about which most

people have given considerable thought and have relatively strong feelings (either

positive or negative).   The media also provide information about deer from a variety of

perspectives such as hunting programs, nature shows, and movies like “Bambi.”   While

all of this information and attitudes about deer are presumably available in someone’s

memory, they are not all accessible all of the time and will not all necessarily be

activated upon seeing a deer.

In the case of seeing deer in the picnic area, the thrill of seeing a deer up close

may trigger more emotional types of attitudes than more cognitive or informational

beliefs and attitudes about impacts of humans on deer.   Arousal has been shown to

decrease the range of cues in the environment which are attended to and may therefore

limit the amount of information processed about feeding deer (Taylor and Fiske 1978).

Clearly visitors get excited about seeing deer up close in SNP, and Americans tend to

feel emotional attachment to individual animals instead of thinking in broad ecological

terms (Kellert 1993).  The thrill of seeing a deer up close and wanting to bond with it

may inhibit the retrieval of available attitudes that getting too close to or trying to feed

the deer may actually hurt it.  The moral appeal may alter these circumstances.
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Another factor that influences the retrieval of attitudes from memory is the way

in which the attitude was formed.  Attitudes that were formed from direct experience

with the attitude object will be much stronger and more easily accessed than attitudes

formed by indirect experience (Fazio and Zanna 1981).  According to Fazio and Zanna

(1981), attitudes formed by direct experience are stronger because they are based upon

actual behavior and the behavior itself is salient.  Direct experience also provides more

information, and a person is more certain or confident of the accuracy of the

information.  Attitudes formed by direct experience also tend to be more persistent over

time.  All of these factors of directly experienced interactions with an attitude object

(increased strength, salience, amount of information, and persistence) tend to make the

attitude more accessible, which in turn allows it to influence behavior.

The concept of directly versus indirectly obtained attitudes and their different

levels of salience is critical for understanding what attitudes are accessible to a visitor

when confronted with the opportunity to feed a deer.   The majority of the visitors

surveyed and interviewed had been to SNP previously and had undoubtedly interacted

with deer before in SNP and elsewhere.  The excitement of seeing deer up close, and

possibly following them around to get a close-up picture of a buck with a big rack or a

doe with fawns would form stronger and more accessible attitudes about appropriate

behaviors around deer than attitudes gained from watching a nature show or reading an

interpretive sign about reasons not to feed deer, which were formed from indirect

experience with the attitude object.  Perhaps seeing the moral appeal prior to the

opportunity to feed deer primed the normally inaccessible attitudes about the negative

aspects of feeding deer and made them more accessible.

While the level of past experience in SNP was not shown to be significantly

related to differences in attitudes, this does not mean that prior experience with deer in

SNP did not influence behavior.  The measure of experience used (number of past visits)

was general and the experiences which would be much more salient would be ones

directly related to interactions with deer, at SNP or elsewhere.
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A related concept to experience, which also influences attitude accessibility, is

the strength of the relationship between the attitude and the attitude object.  Attitudes

that are more strongly linked to an attitude object are more easily, chronically, and

spontaneously accessed (Fazio and Williams 1986) and they are much more likely to

influence behavior (Fazio et al. 1986; Fazio and Williams 1986; Roskos-Ewoldsen

1997).  In addition, these strong, easily accessible attitudes are more difficult to change

by persuasion, because once the attitude is activated it can filter and alter perceptions of

the situation (Fazio et al. 1986; Fazio and Williams 1986).

Aside from internal factors affecting attitude accessibility, external cues can also

influence whether or not a given attitude becomes accessible in a given situation (Lynch

and Srull 1982).  In this study, one of the relevant external cues may have been the

behavior of the deer.  Deer in the picnic area obviously begged for food.  They were

often observed going from table to table begging for food by acting submissive and

bobbing their heads.  This may have provided direct observational cues to the visitor that

the deer wanted to be fed, and that other people had probably fed the deer before or they

would not be acting that way.  This would tend to send the message that feeding was

acceptable because the deer appeared healthy and were coming back for more handouts.

Even more compelling cues can come from the behavior of other people toward the deer.

The picnic area almost always had several groups in it, usually within sight of each

other, when the deer came begging for food.  The behavior of those other visitors

(whether they fed them, ignored them, or chased them away) undoubtedly influenced

retrieval of attitudes about deer and feeding deer.

Another factor influencing attitude accessibility is the goal of the individual in a

given situation.  The information retrieved from memory is likely to be most related to

the goals one desires to meet (Lynch and Srull 1982).  For example, picnickers may be

in SNP to have a good time and to interact with nature.  While they probably do not

want to hurt nature (the deer), their immediate goal for the day is to have fun and do

something exciting.  These goals would tend to favor accessing positive emotions and
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attitudes associated with getting close to and interacting with deer, rather than accessing

altruistic attitudes about helping deer by staying a greater distance away from deer.

Salient or easily accessible attitudes are more likely to predict behavior of

visitors for two important reasons.  First, salient attitudes tend to alter or filter out

attention to different aspects (Roskos-Ewoldsen 1997) and perceptions of the object and

situation (Fazio et al. 1983).  Salient attitudes therefore can lead to selective processing

of information, which tends to favor information consistent with the already held

attitude (Fazio et al. 1986; Fazio and Williams 1986).  This is important because

behavior in a given situation is determined by the perceptions of the attitude object and

the situation in which it is encountered (Fazio and Williams 1986).  In the case of

deciding whether or not to feed deer, attitudes about the positive emotional aspects of

interacting with a beautiful animal in nature would be competing with attitudes about

protecting the deer by not feeding it.  In addition to coloring perceptions about

competing attitudes, marketing research has shown that salient attitudes about one brand

can even inhibit recall of information about the competing brand (Alba and

Chattopadhyay 1986).   This suggests that the set of attitudes that is most salient in a

given situation could outweigh and even prohibit the recall of competing attitudes.  The

moral appeal, then, may be effective because it raises non-feeding attitudes into

awareness.  Without the moral appeal reminder those non-feeding attitudes might be

suppressed by more salient attitudes based on the excitement of seeing deer and wanting

to get close to them.

In the context of persuasion, salience has also been shown to influence the

degree of message elaboration.  Having accessible attitudes toward the topic of the

message increases the chance of central-route processing (Roskos-Ewoldsen 1997).

Therefore the intervention must make information stored in the memory about the

negative impacts of feeding deer accessible so that it can be processed thoughtfully.  The

goal of this study was to encourage central route processing so that the attitudes about

not feeding deer would be strong and persistent over time.
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Evidence of central route processing with the moral appeal

The attitude survey on the message arguments related to the moral appeal

provided little to no evidence that the moral appeal message had been processed by the

central route.  In fact, there was not even any attitude change detected in the items taken

directly from the moral appeal (Table 13) or in items related to the moral appeal (Table

14).  However, it appears that there was no attitude change in items related to the moral

appeal because the attitudes were already present in the population.  Therefore, central

route processing cannot be ruled out based upon the survey results.

Some evidence of message elaboration was present, however, in attitudes toward

concepts relating to the benefits of watching deer (Table 24).   Visitors in the moral

appeal treatment seem to have received less benefit from watching deer in SNP than the

control group visitors.  For example, the moral appeal group agreed significantly less

than the control group with the statements that the park feels more natural when deer are

around and that the park feels more like a wilderness when deer are seen in the

campground.  Moral appeal visitors also were more bothered by seeing deer that were

unafraid of people.  These responses suggest that moral appeal visitors elaborated

beyond the message and began to feel that seeing the deer up close was not as natural

and not as much of an exciting experience.

The behavioral results in the campground also seem to show some evidence of

message elaboration.  Although the moral appeal only addressed issues about the

negative impacts of feeding, moral appeal visitors were less likely than visitors in either

the fear appeal or control group to approach or follow deer (Table 21).  The lack of

approaching and following could be because it was not as exciting to see deer once it

was realized that they were close to people in order to get a handout, or it could be that

they felt that not approaching deer would help keep them more wild.  From the results of

this study it is not possible to tell what the reasoning was, but something in the moral

message definitely triggered some other thought processes, which influenced behavior.
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Fear appeal

Although not as effective as the moral appeal in changing behavior, the fear

appeal did reduce feeding behavior in the picnic area below levels seen in the control

group.  Although the message did change attitudes about visitors’ safety around deer,

nearly 40% of the groups continued to feed deer in the picnic area under the fear appeal.

There are several possible explanations why the fear appeal was not as effective as the

moral appeal.  One was that, as discussed previously, the visitors simply did not believe

the message. Evidence for this is found in similar levels of disagreement to the statement

“I’m afraid of deer.” Another key reason was that the fear appeal did not convey any

level of risk or probability of getting injured if you got too close to deer. Another

possibility is that the message had a boomerang effect for some risk-loving visitors by

making approaching deer seem more exciting because of the risk involved.  Each of

these possibilities is discussed below.

The first reason, that some visitors did not believe the message, was discussed

previously in the context of the intervention’s effectiveness at changing attitudes.

Visitors see deer as gentle, passive herbivores without teeth and fangs, and therefore

simply do not believe that they can be dangerous.  Because the information on the sign

is so counter-attitudinal, the message probably should have included more graphic

details, such as a video showing a deer approaching a person and knocking them down

or kicking them, in order to begin to change attitudes.  Severity of injury has been shown

to predict compliance with fear appeals (Smith 1997); therefore more detailed

descriptions of serious injury (e.g., concussions, death, or specific diseases) may have

enhanced the effectiveness of the appeal.  The appeal did include information people

assimilated (and thus the significant change in beliefs), but did not create immediate

concern (therefore, less behavioral effect).

Probably the biggest weakness of the fear appeal was that it did not provide

information on the level of risk associated with getting too close to deer.  Higher

probabilities of risk or susceptibility have been shown to increase the chances that a

person intends to act or will act in a way to avoid the consequences (Maddux and Rogers
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1983; Rogers 1985; Smith 1997; Witte 1993).  In another study on the effectiveness of

different messages on reducing wildlife feeding, a fear appeal was more effective than a

moral appeal in decreasing squirrel feeding, most likely because there was a recent local

death from bubonic plaque, which undoubtedly made the level of risk seem higher

(Schwarzkopf 1984, cited in Gramann and Vander Stoep 1987).  The level of risk was

intentionally excluded from this fear appeal because the actual risk of being injured is

very low, and it most likely would not promote safety-conscious behavior.  Thus, the

lower effect on behavior seems quite rational.

Another possibility that may explain why the fear appeal had less impact was

that it somehow made it more exciting to get close to deer if there was a risk involved.

There is some evidence of this from the campground observations (Table 21).  Campers

in the fear appeal group tended to be more likely than moral appeal or control groups to

approach and follow deer.  They were also more likely to photograph deer and get closer

to deer.  Despite a specific warning in the fear appeal to not approach a deer, 65% of the

individuals in the fear appeal were observed to come within 5 yards of the deer,

compared with only 7% from the moral appeal and 30% in the control condition (Table

22).  Although feeding deer is not necessarily the next logical step beyond simply

approaching deer for everyone, the added thrill some may feel from taking a risk could

explain why incidence of deer feeding did not decrease more in the picnic area.

Evidence of central route processing with the fear appeal

While attitudes toward the danger from deer changed significantly in the items

taken directly from the fear appeal, the lack of strong agreement with the statements

suggests that the change in attitudes may not have been very strong or stable.   Although

there was some evidence from the fear-related items that suggested message elaboration

based upon significant differences in beliefs, there was still low level of agreement with

the statements (Table 12).  For example, fear appeal visitors only slightly agreed (0.4)

with the statement that having deer too close can endanger small children.  They also

only slightly disagreed (-0.5) with the statement that it was not very likely that a deer

would hurt them if they tried to feed it.
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The behavioral evidence also suggests that the fear appeal probably was not

processed thoughtfully.  While it did reduce feeding behavior in the picnic area, it

seemed to increase approaching and following behavior in the campground.  These

conflicting behaviors suggests that the message may have reduced feeding behavior

because it was temporarily salient in the picnic area, but that it also aroused excitement

about getting close to deer because of the risk over the long term.  Another explanation

is that people follow, but do not feed because feeding requires a person to be very close

and susceptible to higher levels of risk.  Following at a distance perceived to be safe,

may still be viewed as acceptable.

Planned behavior versus spontaneity

The above discussions about the effectiveness of the interventions to change

attitudes and behavior of visitors have mainly assumed that visitors’ actions are reasoned

and deliberate.   Recreation researchers have most often used the Theory of Planned

Behavior (Ajzen 1987) to justify the emphasis on interpretive strategies that promote

central route processing because it suggests that visitors think carefully and rationally

about their behaviors.   However, observations of interactions between deer and visitors

made during this research suggest that the behaviors associated with deer may not be

planned but spontaneous or impulsive in nature.

For the most part (except for a few visitors who came to the picnic area

specifically to see deer), the sight of a deer approaching one’s picnic table is a sudden,

unanticipated event, mostly because it is not normal for deer to walk up to people.  Also,

the event does not last very long; it may only be a matter of seconds before the deer

decides you are not going to feed it and it moves on to the next table.  For these reasons

the reaction of the visitor to deer and his or her subsequent behavior is more likely to be

a quick, rather spontaneous response instead of a response that is well thought-out.

Many decisions that people make are not well thought out and are simply

responses to the most salient stimuli in the environment (Talyor and Fiske 1978; Lynch

and Srull 1982).  This thoughtless processing is related to the relative inaccessibility of
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attitudes that could promote thoughtful processing before engaging in a behavior.  As

discussed previously, people do not always reason through all of the information

available; they simply use what is most salient to guide their behavior.  Without the

activation of anti-feeding attitudes, visitors most likely would act on other salient

features of the object in the situation.  This could lead to behavior that is incongruent

with negative attitudes about feeding deer.  The interventions in this study may have

reduced feeding behavior only because they were read by the visitor shortly before the

opportunity to feed deer was available.  This undoubtedly acted to make the concepts in

the message more salient and possibly allowed the visitor to form behavioral intentions

not to feed the deer, prior to the arrival of the deer.  This may have thereby minimized

spontaneous feeding of deer.

Why do visitors feed deer and can managers stop them?

This question is difficult for even feeders to answer.  There appears to be a

strong emotional pull to get closer to wildlife and have a close interaction with them.

When asked why they fed the deer, most feeders responded that they just wanted to get

closer to them.  They clearly were feeding the deer for their own personal benefit,

because none of the feeders interviewed thought that feeding helped or benefited the

deer in any way (with the exception of one individual who thought deer deserved a treat

now and then).  I also believe that people wouldn’t feed the deer if they truly believed

that their individual action would hurt the deer.

The moral appeal targeted a higher level of moral reasoning than the fear appeal.

It asked visitors to help the deer by not feeding them, and the behavioral results show

that the majority of visitors responded positively to this type of appeal.  The fear appeal

was targeted at concerns for personal safety, a lower level of moral reasoning.  As

discussed above, the fear appeal probably did not work as well because a high level of

risk for injury was not conveyed in the message.

Another important level of risk for those individuals at a low level of moral

reasoning, which was not conveyed, was the risk of getting caught and fined.  The vast
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majority of visitors reported seeing at least one message about not feeding wildlife while

in SNP (14 of 15 groups interviewed and 72% of campers in the control condition);

therefore, ignorance of the rules cannot be an explanation for the level of feeding seen in

the picnic area.  However, the perception of getting caught was that it was highly

unlikely.   Feeders said that they hardly ever saw rangers and that all they had to do was

look around before they fed the deer to avoid being caught.  Unfortunately, the

perceptions of the visitor are correct in this instance.  In 1997 only 20 citations were

issued for bothering/molesting wildlife (Blount 1998).  Considering that the Park had

approximately 1.7 million visitors that year, and 3% fed the deer (a conservative

estimate based upon the percentage of campground visitors self-reporting that they had

fed deer), that would mean that 51,000 people fed deer.  That would mean that each

visitor only had a 0.04% chance of being caught at feeding deer and fined.

Generalizability of results

There were some behavioral differences between the campground and picnic

area visitors, which introduces the question of whether these two groups are different on

some key variables affecting attitudes and behavior.  The major behavioral difference

was that campground visitors were not nearly as likely to feed the deer.  Unfortunately,

it is not clear whether this was due to a difference in populations or differences in deer

behavior.  The deer in the campground did not beg for food as the picnic area deer did.

The deer begging may have acted as a releasor-cue (Gramann and Vander Stoep 1987)

in the picnic area, which triggered the feeding by the visitors.  Regardless, these

differences suggest that one should be cautious in generalizing, and that additional

research (e.g., survey the picnic area) could rule out causes.

There did appear to be some differences in the two populations on the level of

past use of SNP and possibly cultural differences.   While the interview information on

past use does not fit neatly into the categories used on the survey, responses indicated

that at least 50% of the picnic area visitors had been to SNP more than 20 times, a far

higher percentage than what was found in the campground.  Many picnickers who were

interviewed said that they “practically lived up here,” and others mentioned that they

came up every weekend.  Personal observations also suggest that picnickers were often
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in large, extended family groups and a higher proportion were also of non-Caucasian

backgrounds than in the campground.  These factors could potentially explain some of

the differences in behaviors seen.

On a larger scale, we know of no reason to suspect that Shenandoah visitors are

systematically different from those who visit parks in other areas of the country.

However, it is possible that the clientele (largely from the D.C. area) may differ from

other parks.

Management implications

This research has several important management implications for the National

Park Service and other natural resource agencies.  Deer feeding is a serious issue for the

National Park Service because it is mandated to protect the resource as well as provide

recreation opportunities for visitors. This research documents a high amount of wildlife

feeding in a National Park (63% of picnic groups fed deer), an activity that not only

negatively impacts wildlife but also poses a considerable risk to the visitors.  While

complete elimination of deer feeding was not achieved, the research findings suggest

persuasive techniques that may be successful in reducing the level of feeding currently

present.

1. Findings from this research suggest that signs should be placed strategically in order
to make the message salient to visitors prior to the opportunity to act.  Many
elements of the results suggest that attitude accessibility or saliency may be key to
changing behavior.  Signs should therefore be placed where an individual can read
the message shortly before experiencing the opportunity and urge to act
inappropriately.

2. Increase the belief that wild animals can be hazards.  This will be especially difficult
when an animal is perceived as being tame and gentle.  Video displays of visitors
being injured may be necessary to gain attention and shock visitors into believing the
risks.  Also, provision of feasible statistics such as the number of visitors injured per
year may help to convey level of risk.  Future research must be done in this area to
investigate the best method of using risk to convince visitors to change their
behavior, even when the level of risk is relatively low.

3.  Under the most effective appeal, 25% of the groups fed deer; this is still probably too
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high a rate to discourage deer from begging.  Additional research needs to be done to
understand why the message did not prevent those visitors from feeding deer in
order to design a more effective intervention.  Unfortunately, depending on their
motives behind feeding deer, it is possible that the only way to reach these visitors
may be to raise the fines or to increase patrols so that the perception of getting
caught is higher.

Future research

Effect of risk information

It would be extremely useful to understand an effective way to convey risk and

gain compliance under low-risk situations.   Some information is known about heuristics

(and their associated errors) that people use in reasoning through statistical information

(Tversky and Kahneman 1974), but there has been little to no research done about how

to present statistics to the public to gain compliance (Mehta and Simpson-Housley

1997).  For example, it is unclear whether it would be better to give numbers of people

injured in a year versus the percentages of visitors injured.

Effect of tone

While the moral appeal was the most effective, it was not entirely clear why.

Was it because the novel, funny approach was more appealing than typical Park Service

signs, or was it the message content itself that was most effective in gaining

compliance?  It would also be interesting to test whether or not the stronger message

tone (e.g., a fed deer is a dead deer), which has been adopted by some parks, would be

more effective than the helping, humorous tone presented in this moral appeal.

Norms and social influence

Another potential research area would be the role that social norms could play in

reducing feeding behavior.  While 83% of the visitors said that it bothered them to see

people feeding deer, there appeared to be little intergroup pressure to not feed the deer or

group sanctions when someone did.  However, I was often close enough to hear groups

discussing whether or not they should have fed the deer; therefore, there may be some
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opportunities for the Park Service to promote normative types of monitoring and

sanctioning to reduce feeding.   Social support for gaining compliance with interventions

has been shown to be a critical factor in other research (Geller et al. 1990).

Population differences

The results from the behavioral portion of this research suggest that there may be

population differences between picnickers and campers.  Thus, the question remains

whether or not picnickers changed their attitudes as well as behavior.  Population

differences in experience level, prior knowledge level, and trip motives should also be

investigated because these variables clearly influence the type of appeal that would be

most successful in gaining compliance.

Conclusions

Clearly, this research uncovered a significant wildlife feeding problem in

Shenandoah National Park.  On a positive note, the moral appeal resulted in a 60%

decrease in feeding behavior in the picnic area.  The findings also suggest that visitors

are already fairly knowledgeable about the negative consequences that feeding has on

the deer and that simply reminding them before they have the opportunity to feed deer

may be sufficient to reduce the level of feeding.  This has significant implications for the

placement of interventions in park settings.  The results also highlight the lack of

knowledge and beliefs in SNP visitors that deer could hurt them.  Findings also suggest

that convincing visitors of the risk may prove difficult because of firmly held schema of

deer as gentle, peaceful creatures.  Because wildlife feeding has negative consequences

for both wildlife and visitors, further research is clearly necessary in order to clarify

attitudes of park visitors toward wildlife and wildlife feeding and develop intervention

techniques that are more successful in reducing feeding behavior.
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1998 Pre-test interview

Hi, my name is Karen Hockett.  I am a graduate student from Virginia Tech doing
research on the deer in SNP.  Could I take a few moments to ask you some questions
about your visit to Shenandoah today?

I’d like to record our conversation.  It makes things go quicker and I won’t hold you up
so long.  Is that OK?

1. Is this your first trip to SNP?
If no – not including this visit, about how  many times have you been to SNP?

2. How long have you been in the park so far on this visit?

3. About how many deer have you seen so far on this visit to SNP?

4. What do you like the most about the deer in SNP?

5.   Is there anything you dislike about the deer in SNP?

6. Which of the following best describes your feelings of the way deer should be
managed in a national park?

1. Park managers should take care of the deer and encourage them to come to
where the people are.

2. Park managers should try to keep all the deer healthy even if there are no
visitors.

3. Park managers should let natural forces shape the deer populations, even if some
starve.

7. Below are a series of statements that describe park visitors’ attitudes toward wildlife
like deer.  Tell us whether you strongly agree, agree, are neutral, disagree, or
strongly disagree with each of the statements.

1. I generally fear deer in the park and keep my distance.
2. I care a lot about the suffering of individual deer in the park.
3. I am not very interested in deer.
4. I feel a lot of love for deer in the park, they seem almost like pets to me.
5. I care more about the health of the deer herd than about individual deer.
6. When deer numbers get so high that they begin to destroy the environment, some

deer should be removed.
7. I think it is OK for people to hunt deer outside the park.
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8.  Do you think that it is OK for visitors to feed the deer here in SNP?
Why do you think feeding is OK?   Can you think of any reasons why you should not
feed deer?
Why do you think that feeding is not OK?  Probe for personal harm, deer harm, not
wild.

If did not see feed - Have you ever fed the deer here in the Park?  (If hesitate, reassure
that they are not in any trouble.

If no – GOTO 9, if yes – continue

Can you tell me your reasons for feeding deer?
Probe for benefits of feeding for deer and visitor

9.  Have you seen any park rules on feeding wildlife?

     If yes – where did you see the information and do you remember what it said?

10. Are you aware of any fines in SNP for feeding wildlife?
IF yes - What is the fine?  Do you think that the fine should be changed?

11. If you were to feed deer, how likely do you think it is that a ranger would see you?
If a ranger sees you feeding deer, how do you think he or she would react?
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1999 Interviews

Hi, my name is Karen Hockett.  I am a graduate student from Virginia Tech doing
research on the deer in SNP.  Could I take a few moments to ask you some questions
about your visit to Shenandoah today?

1. Is this your first trip to SNP?

2.  How long have you been in the park so far on this visit?

3. About how many deer have you seen so far on this visit to SNP?

4. What do you like the most about the deer in SNP?

5. Is there anything you dislike about the deer in SNP?

6. We are interested in reasons why the park service should encourage or discourage
visitors to feed deer in SNP

     Why do you think feeding should be discouraged?
Probe:  Do you remember where and when you learned the things you
mentioned?

                        Can you think any ways in which feeding may harm the deer?
                        Can you think of any ways in which feeding deer might be dangerous for

people?

     Why do you think feeding deer should be encouraged?
(If saw feed)  Can you tell me your reasons for feeding the deer?

          What are some benefits to the deer from being fed?

7.  Have you seen any park rules on feeding wildlife?

Are you aware of any fines in SNP for feeding wildlife?  (If yes) Do you think the
fines should be changed?

Have you seen any signs or heard rangers talk about the negative aspects of feeding
deer in SNP?

8. If you were to feed deer, how likely do you think it is that a ranger would see you?
How do you think he or she would react?
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The National Park Service is interested in understanding how visitors feel about the deer in Shenandoah.  This
survey is voluntary. However, your participation will ensure that all opinions about deer are represented when the
Park Service makes decisions. Your responses will be confidential and your identity will remain anonymous.

1. How many times have you been to Shenandoah National Park before this visit?_______

2. What best characterizes the role wildlife viewing plays in your trip(s) to Shenandoah National Park?  (check
only one)
! It is my primary reason for coming to the park.  I plan hikes and drives to maximize my chances of

             seeing wildlife.
      !    It is an important part of my visit.  I stop and watch wildlife when I see it.
      !    It is not a very important part of my visit, but I enjoy seeing wildlife.
      !    Wildlife viewing is not a part at all of my visit to SNP.
      !    I dislike wildlife and try to avoid it.

3. About how many deer have you seen so far on this visit?   ________

4. The following are statements about deer in Shenandoah National Park.  Please indicate how much you
personally agree or disagree with each item.

                                                                                                              Strongly                  No                      Strongly
                                                                                                              Agree      Agree  Opinion  Disagree  Disagree
As long as you don’t try to touch them, deer aren’t very dangerous. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
Watching deer up close helps me learn about nature. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
The park feels more natural when deer are around. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
Deer can give people diseases if they get too close. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
Deer could bite if people get too close. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
Having deer too close can endanger small children. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
I don’t like deer hanging around my campsite. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
I get a thrill when I see deer up close. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
I am scared of deer. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
Getting close to deer helps me to feel closer to nature. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
If people get too close to them, deer sometimes kick people. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
Deer sometimes gore people with their antlers if they get too close. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
It bothers me to see deer that are unafraid of people. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
Shenandoah feels more like a wilderness when I see deer in the

campground. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
It is not a problem if park deer are dependent on humans. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
Deer are more beautiful when you see them up close. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
It bothers me when deer in the parks starve. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
Overpopulation of deer is a problem in Shenandoah National Park. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
I’d rather see wild deer at Shenandoah than deer kept in zoos. +2            +1           0          -1            -2

6KHQDQGRDK�9LVLWRU
6XUYH\
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5. The following are statements about people feeding deer in Shenandoah National Park.  Please indicate how
much you personally agree or disagree with each item.

                                                                                                                Strongly                    No                        Strongly
                                                                                                                            Agree       Agree   Opinion  Disagree   Disagree
It bothers me to see people feeding deer. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
People should not feed deer because they will lose the ability to

find natural foods. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
Fed deer are more likely to eat garbage (i.e., rotten food or candy
 wrappers) that may harm them. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
It is not very likely that a deer would hurt me if I tried to feed it. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
It is OK to feed deer natural foods like wild apples, grass, or acorns. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
Human food could make deer sick. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
One person feeding deer doesn’t really make a difference. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
Feeding deer is bad because it interferes with natural selection. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
Deer that are fed are more likely to get hit by cars. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
Deer that are fed are more likely to get shot by hunters. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
A deer that approaches people for food is unlikely to behave

aggressively toward people. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
Feeding deer is good because it keeps them from starving. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
Feeding deer helps them avoid predators (like wolves or bears). +2            +1           0          -1            -2
Nature is balanced, and humans feeding deer upsets that balance. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
I’d rather see wild deer than fed deer. +2            +1           0          -1            -2

6. The following are a list of possible policies Shenandoah managers could adopt.  Please indicate whether you
support or oppose each policy.

                                                                                                              Strongly                                                   Strongly
                                                                                                                          Support     Support   Neutral   Oppose   Oppose
Park managers should feed deer if they are starving in the winter.     +2            +1           0          -1            -2
Park managers should let natural forces shape the deer population

(never feed them). +2            +1           0          -1            -2
Park managers should prohibit visitors from feeding deer. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
Park managers should provide healthy food for visitors to feed deer. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
Park managers should create opportunities for people to see deer. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
Park managers should teach visitors what are healthy foods to

feed the deer. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
Park managers should fine visitors for feeding deer. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
Park managers should take care of sick or injured deer. +2            +1           0          -1            -2
Park managers should relocate deer from overpopulated areas. +2            +1           0          -1            -2

7. On this visit to Shenandoah did you …..  (mark all that apply)
!stop and watch deer   ! feed or attempt to feed deer
!photograph deer                ! see others feeding deer
!approach deer to get closer  ! none of the above
!follow deer if they started to move away from you

8.  While in Shendandoah, did you see any messages about feeding or approaching deer?
       ! No      !Yes ➜ Where?____________________________________________

9.  What is your age? _______              10.  Are you male ! or female ! ?

11. What is your highest level of education?
!Some high school             ! Some college             ! Master’s degree
!High school diploma        ! Bachelor’s degree      ! Ph.D., M.D., J.D., or equivalent
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